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5000.1(HAC)/A/l

CIVPOL SITREP

··

··

Date

File

Subject :

1. The CIVPOL daily sitrep contains a number of references to
humani tarian assistance requirements from the communes. For a
better coordination of humanitarian assistance, you are requested
to provide a copy of the daily CIVPOL sitrep to HAC.

2. Best regards.

SK PRASAD
Maj
for CHAO



UNITED NATIONS
ASSI~ANCEMISSION FOR RWANDA

UNAMIR • MINUAR

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSI~ANCE AU RWANDA

1. It has been observed that sitreps are no longer forthcoming from your Prefectures-
despite repeated advises and reminders. In the last postings. a directive was given to the
effect that everybody should be settled at their new places of Operation by 13/11/95 with
confirmation from the CPMTs.

Date: 15 November 1995
Ref.:CIVPOL/INT/MEM0I175195

'. ,.

To:

From:

Subject:

CPMTs Kigali/Gitarama
Kibungo/Byumba
Gikongoro/Butare
Cyangugu
RuhengerilGisenyi

CIVPOL Commissionerf~"
Sitrep

2. You are directed to intensify your patrols in accordance with the specified field of
Operation which is in your possession.

3. This is a crucial time in which many things are happening and you are to report
accordingIy.

4. Regards.



Date: 18 September 1995CIVPOL Commissioner

Reoeived ~~.L.2. ~: ]•.•••••.

.f1- UNITED NATIONS _ NATIO~~•• VNI.E.S.d::-..••••...
f ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA . ' MISSiON POUR • E AU RWANDA (1., /1
~' '••••••••• • T ../N~.~ .

;{, '\'~ UNAMIIl. MlNUAR Do too • •SfP' 1-8-1995 .

SUBJECT: Information Collection and Reporting

I refer to the above subject matter and comment as follows:
The FC having observed the mode and variance in i~formation gathering and reporting
particularly,~t·,the morning prayers and those utilized for SITREPS, decided to ensure that
inf01:mation pertinent to certain components like CIVPOL or MILOBS in accordance with
their tas'ICS are restricted to such component for reporting, so as to :

1) Prevent duplication Qf collecting and reporting efforts,
2) Avoid recycling reports Qfincidents and i~formation and
3) Coordinate analysis at the sector HQs and above.

The FC further emphasised that information which comes to the attention of any
component outside their tasks, should not be reported, rather, such information should be
taken quickly and channelled to the component having the task for proper and efficient
reporting of the incident.

AREAS TO REPORT ON :

Area : A. Security Information

1) Critical incidents such as deaths, injury or threat to UN or International
Pe~01'tnel;

2) Weapon discharge by a UN member;
3) Demonstrations or rallies against UNAMIR;
4) Military Operations by the RPA or FRGF

Area: B. Reconciliation / Rehabilitation

1) Requests by local civil authorities or urgent needs for relief and assistance are
to be reported in the situation report;

2) Summaries of reconciliation and rehabilitation efforts are to be reported in the
appropriate weekly or monthly report.



CIVPOL MAJOR TARGETS

Apartfrom those enumerated above, CIVPOL is to gather informationfor report
from the areas listed below:

1) Prisons

a) The information should indicate if it is functioning or not,·
b) Overcrowding and living conditions;
c) Number qfpersons detained,·
d) Maintenance of records;
e) Legal period of custody,·
.fJ Expedient investigation ofaccusation

2) Gendarmerie

How effective is the gendarmerie ?

a) Number ofpolice working;
b) Complaints against police;
c) Number ofcrimes under investigation,·
d) Means/Limitations of Communication,·
e) Ability to respond to situation,·

.fJ Relations with people.

3) Human Rights Abuses

Are abuses to Human Rights occurring:
a) Illegal/irregular arrests;
b) Instances of torture;
c) Deliberate inhuman conditions.

CONCLUSION

Given the comment that has been made and the relevance ofareas A and B and
CIVPOL Major targets, CIVPOL monitoring teams in the prefecture in particular and
operations, must ensure that their activities and information reporting falls within the
parameters enumerated above. This piece must be strictly observed and to serve as
reference point.

Best regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSI!rrANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSI!rrANCE AU RWANDA

UNAMIR - MINUAR

TO:
A:

FROM:
DE:

CPMT Kigali

DCPC/CPO£#!'

Date: 30 September 1995

Ref: CIVPOLlINT/MEM0l123/95

Subject:
Objet:

Preparations of SITREPS and Morning Prayers

1. In view of the departure of DSP Chris Ero for his CTO/Leave
as from 30/9/95, you have been appointed to run the CIVPOL's OPs
office with immediate effect. Your second in charge at Kigali
Sector will act in ypur absence.

2. Duties:

Preparation of SITREPS to SRSG and N.Y.;
Presentation of SITREPS at FHQs morning briefings.

3. Your operations at OPs end upon the return of the former
mentioned officer.

4. Regards.
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NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

To:

From:

All CPMTs . • 'M
CIVPOL c!::m~nj ~

Date:27 September 1995
Ref.:CIVPOLlINT/MEMO/120/95

Subject: Current Sitrep Reporting Format/Example

1. Find attached the current sitrep reporting format/Example to be followed with immediate
effect. The format is self explanatory which must be adhered to strictly.

2. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
r.USSION POUR L'ASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

To:

From:

CIVPOL Commissioner

CPMT KIGALI

UNAMIR • MlNUAR
CIVPOL lIQ

Date:27 September 1995

Subject: Current Sitrep Reporting Format

1. General Security in the sector

Activities:

Deaths~ injury ~ threats to UN or International Persons;
Weapon discharge by UN member;
Demonstrations or rallies against UNAMIR
Military Operations by RPA or FRGF

2. Reconciliation/Rehabilitation

Requests by Civil Authorities;"
Efforts of reconciliation and rehabilitation.

3. Own Activities:

(i) CIVPOL HQrs
(ii) CIVPOL Monitoring Teams

(a) Prisons

Whether functioning or not;
Crowdness and living conditions;
Number of detainees;
Maintenance of records;
Legal period of custody;
Expedient Investigation of accusation.

(b) Gendarmerie



4.

How effective they are;
Number of Police Workforce;
Complaints against Police;
Number of crimes under Investigations;
Means/Limitation of communications;
Ability to respond to situations;
Relationship with people.

(c) Human Rights Abuses:

Are abuses to Human Rights Occurring;
Illegal and irregular arrests;
Instances of torture;
Deliberate inhuman conditions.

Training

5. Man Power

Total;
Available, Leave/CTO/Sick/Mission;
Milobs on secondment.

6. Logistics

M/Vehicles;
Radios;
Other Equipment on hand;
Requests.

7. Miscellaneous Reports

Any other incidents not connected to above

8. General Assessment

General Security Situation not related to Item N° 1 of this memo.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISfANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA

UNAMIR • MINUAR

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L·A.SSISfANCE AU RWANDA

TO:

FROM:

All CPMTs/Heads ofDivisions Date: 21 September 1995

ClVPOL COmmiSSiOne~ Ref: ClVPOUINT/MEMO/90/95

SUBJECT: Information Collection and Reporting

1 refer to the above subject matter and comment as follows:
The FC having observed the mode and variance in information gathering and reporting
particularly at the morning prayers and tOOse utilized for SITREPS, decided to ensure that
information pertinent to cettain components like CIVPOL or M1LOBS in accordance with
their tasks are restricted to such component for reporting, so as to :

1) Prevent duplication ofcollecting and reporting efforts,
2) Avoid recycling reports of incidents and information and
3) Coordinate analysis at the sector HQs and above.

The FC further emphasised that information which comes to the attention ofany
component outside their tasks, should not be reported, rather, soch bifonnation should be
taken quickly and channelled to the component having the task for proper and efficient
reporting of the incident. ~

AREAS TO REPORT ON:

Area: A. Security Information

1) Critical incidents such as dealhs, injury or threat to UN or International
Personnel;
2) Weapon discharge by a UN member,'
3) Demonstrations or rallies against UNAMIR;
4) Military Operations by the RPA or PRGP

Area : B. Reconciliation / Rehabilitation

1) Requests by local civil authorities or urgent needs for relief and assistance are
to be reported in the situalion report;

2) Summaries of reconciliation and rehabilitation efforts are to be reported in the
appropriate weekly or monthly report.



CIVPOL MAJOR TARGETS

~ Apart from those enumerated above, CIVPOL is to gather information for report
from the areas listed below:

1) Prisons

a) The information should indicate if it is functioning or not;
b) Overcrowding and living conditions;
c) Number ofpersons.detained;
d) Maintenance of records;
e) Legal period of custody;
j) ExpedieIU investigation ofaccusation

2) Gendarmerie

:#
How effective is the gendarmerie?

a) Number ofpolice working;
b) ComplailUs against police;
c) Number of crimes under investigation;
d) Means/Limitations of Communication;
e) Ability to respond to situation;
j) Relations with people.

3) Human Rights Abuses

Are abuses to Human Rights occurring:
a) Illegal/irregular arrests;
b) Instances of torture;
c) Deliberate inhuman conditions.

CONCLUSION

Given the commelU that has been made and the relevance ofareas A and B and
CIVPOL Major targets, CIVPOL monitoring teams in the prefecture in particular and
operations, must ensure that their activities and information reporting falls within the
parameters enumerated above. This piece must be strictly observed and to serve as
reference poilU.

Best regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

UNAMIR - MINUAR

TO:
A:

FROM:
DE:
INFO:

All CPMTs

CIVPOL com..J;4~-
MILOBS GP FHQ

DATE: Kigali, 27 September 1995

REF: CIVPOLIINT/MEMO/112/95

SUBJECT: Shoddy SITREPS
OBJET:

1. It has been observed by this HQs that some of you are not
complying with the directive of gathering information as per
issued schedules under your custody. The schedules are very
clear in directing xour activities. Some of the Prefectures are
sUbmitting nil returns when in fact such prefectures are known
to have high rate of activities. This is not the time to play
sideline games, otherwise this office will be forced to take
drastic measures on the failing officer/officers.

2. Intensive patrols must be conducted on daily basis and
SITREPs sent carrying valuable information. You are all in
possession of motor vehicles and therefore there should be no
failing in carrying out your duties, otherwise you will be
failing UN efforts through UNAMIR and this shall not be
tolerated.

3. By copy of this memq, this office shall want to see a
complete change in your working attitude. Any failing CPMT
should not be surprised of any drastic action taken against him.

4. You are therefore directed to acknowledge receipt of this
memo by Fax.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L' ASSISTANCIlAU RWANDA

To:
A

From:
DE:

Info ..

Subject:
Object:

UNAMIR - MINUAR

H. E. M. Shaharyar Khan
SRSG

-/veo.Di~JtI
. CIVPOL Commissioner

FC, OSRSGICIVPOL Liaison Qfficer

CIVPOL Sitrep 06:00-06111 to 06:00- 07112195

Date .. 07112195

Ref.: CIVPOL/MEMOlI061195

L GENERAL SECURITY IN THE SECTOR

The security situation in all the sectors and the country continues to be generally calm.

b. RECONCILIATION!REHABILITATION NTR

a: REQUEST BY CIVIL AUTHORITIES: NTR

b: EFFORTS OF RECONCILIATION AND REHABILITATION: NTR

J... OWN ACTIVITIES

CIVPOL HQRS:

i: CIVPOL MONITORING TEAMS:

UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

a: PMT - KIBUYE PREFECTURE

CIVPOL team conducted patrols of MWENDO Commune and was iriformed by the
Communal Police in the area that the Councillor for GASAYURA Sector within the
Commune has been arrested by RPA for organizing insurgent activities in the sector.
Human Rights informed.



- 2 -

A: PRiSONS: NTR

B: GENDARMERIE:

a: PMT - KIGALI PREFECTURE

CIVPOL team visited the NYAMIAMBO Gendarmerie Brigade. The Commander of the station
disclosed that there is a high rate of stealing and robbery cases in the area. He blamed the
situation on lack ofmodem communicationfacilities, transponation, police equipment and poor
manpower to respond to distress calls.
He made on appeal to UNAMIR for logistic suppon to enhance effective peiformance.

C: HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES NTR

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendarmes and Communal Police Officers by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at
the National Gendarmerie Training School in Ruhengeri and the Communal Police Training
Center in Gishari is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWAPfl>A

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR I.'ASSISTANCEAURWANDA

To : DIChie! of Staff I Operations

From: ! Colonel Diarra, ~_f! ()tv CIVPOL commissione~/;f~

Date: 07112195

Ref: CIVPOLlMEMOIl066195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from 18:00-6112 to 06:00-7112195

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

3.1 PMT - CYANGUGU PREFECTURE Sector 4 Theme: Prisons

CIVPOL team during a working visit to CYIMBOGO Commune reponed that 15 males
adults have been detained in the Commune's cell for offences ranging from genocide to
stealing.
According to the repon, some of the detainees have expressed concern over the poor
living conditions.
Human Rights iJiformed.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes and Communal Police Qfficers by UNAMIR CIVPOL
Observers at the National Gendarmerie Training School in Ruhengeri and the Communal
Police Training Centre in Gishari is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSlSTANCEMlSSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCEAU RW ANDA

To : DI Chief of Staff 1 Operations

From: f Colonel Diorra. ~4r;v.f
CIVPOL Commissioner

Date: 06112195

Ref' CIVPOL/MEMOI1060195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from 18:00-04112 to 18:00-05112195

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

•3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows:

3.1 PMT - KIGALI PREFECTURE Sector 1 A Theme: Gendarmerie

CIVPOL team visited the NYAMIAMBO Gendarmerie Brigade. The Commander of the
station disclosed that there is a high rate ofstealing and robbery cases in the area. He
blamed the situation on lack ofmodern communication facilities, transportation, police
equipment and poor manpower to respond to distress.
He made on appeal to UNAMIR for logistic support to enhance effective peiformance.

3.2 PMT - KIBUYE PREFECTURE Sector 5C Theme: Arrest

CIVPOL team conducted patrols of MWENDO Commune and was informed by the
Communal Police in the area that the Councillor for GASA YURA Sector within the
Commune has been arrested by RPA for organising insurgent activities in the sector.
Human Rights informed.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes and Communal Police Officers by UNAMIR CIVPOL
Observers at the National Gendarmerie Training School in Ruhengeri and the Communal
Police Training Centre in Gishari is in progress.

5. Regards.



....UNLT_ED_NATIONS ~ NATIONS UNIES
ASSISTANCEMISSION FOR RWANDA ~ MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCEAU RWANDA

To: DICmefofStaff I Operations

From: J I"'olonel Diflrra. -€#
-/ C'nPOL Commissioner

Date: 02112195

Ref' ClVPOLIMEMOI1043195

Subject: CNPOL Supplementary Sitreo from 18:00-1112 to 06:00-2/12195

1. UNAMIR ClVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of ClVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2.. The security situation in the country continues to be calm,

3, UNAMIRClVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

3.1 PMT - KIGALI PREFECIVRES Sectors 1A Theme: Shooting incident

CNPOL Team reponed that there was some shooting incindent in KimihururalKigali
around the Parliament House at about 0300 hrs of2 Dec. 1995. 02 firing shots w~re

heard. Cause offiring is unknown, Investigation in progress.

4. Regards.



~-----------.-----------.'-----~'~-----;--

UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCEMISSION !'OR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCI!AU RWANDA

To : DIChiefof Staff 1 Operations

From: kOlonel Diarra, ~W
, CIVPOL Commissioner

Date: 30111195

Ref' CIVPOLIMEMOl1039195

Subject: CIVPOL SitreD from 18:00-29/11 to 18:00-30111195
... 0

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

3.1 PMT - KlBUYE PREFECTURE Sector 5C Theme: PrisonsIH.R. Abuses

Reponed that the Sous-Prefect of Birambo sub-prefecture (one Mr. Innocent). when
contacted by the team to know ofprison condition was reluctant to do so. The sub-prefect
referred CIVPOL to the local Army Commander who was not available at the time ofthe
visit.

The same team patrolled Muhororo sector in the same sub-prefecture and was informed
by a local woman that her husband was arrested by RPA and detained in the Commune
cell about a week ago. She complained junher that even though she is allowed to send
food to the detained husband. she is not allowed to see him.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes and Communal Police Officers by UNAMIR ClVPOL
Observers at the National Gendarmerie Training School in Ruhengeri and the Communal
Police Training Centre in Gishari is in progress.

5. Regards.



•

UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L' ASSISTANCEAU RWANDA

II •
i

To:

From:

DIChief of Staff I Operations

frColonel Diarra, €~
CIVPOL Commissioner

Date: 29111195

Ref' ClVPOLIMEMOII035195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from 18:00-28111 to 18:00-29111195

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of C1VPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

3.1 PMT - BUTAREIGIKONGORO PREFECTURES Sectors 4A-4B Theme: Prisons

CIVPOL Observers· visited MBAZI Commune and was informed by the commune's
Administrative Secretary that there are 61 genocide accused persons in the commune's
prison. The iriformation funher states that all of them are locals who were arrested in
1994 and are yet to be tried.
Human Rights iriformed.

3.2 PMT - RUHENGERIIGISENYI PREFECTURES Sectors 5A-5B Theme: Training

A. The final examination for the students of Ruhengeri National Gendarmerie Training
School which commenced on 27 November 1995 is still in progress.
Report from the training school indicates that one ofthe students was found coping from
prepared notes in one of the examination papers and has subsequently been suspended
from taking pan in the remaining subjects by the school authorities. Meanwhile, he has
been detained at the Ruhengeri Gendarmerie Station on the orders of the RPA
Commandant 0lthe school. Investigation in progress.

B. The trainmg of Communal Police Officers by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the
Communal Police Training Centre in Gishari is also in progress.

4. Regards.

.~. p.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCEAU RWANDA

To:

From:

DI Chief of Stall I Operations

~colonelDiarra, R~
CIVPOL Commissioner

Date: 29111195

Ref' CIVPOLIMEMOI1035195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from 18:00-28111 to 18:00-29111195..

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows :

3.1 PMT - BUTAREIGIKONGORO PREFECTURES Sectors 4A-4B Theme: Prisons

CIVPOL Observers visited MBAZI Commune and was iriformed by the commune's
Administrative Secretary that there are 61 genocide accused persons in the commune's
prison. The iriformation junher states that all Qf them are locals who were arrested in
1994 and are yet to be tried.
Human Rights iriformed.

3.2 PMT - RUHENGERlIGISENYI PREFECTURES Sectors 5A-5B Theme: Training

A. The final examination for the students of Ruhengeri National Gendarmerie Training
School which commenced on 27 November 1995 is still in progress.
Reponfrom the training school indicates that one ofthe students was found coping from
prepared notes in one of the examination papers and has subsequently been suspended
from taking pan in the remaining subjects by the school authorities. Meanwhile, he has
been detained at the Ruhengeri Gendarmerie Station on the orders of the RPA
Commandant of the school. Investigation in progress.

B. The trainl'ng of Communal Police Officers by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the
Communal Police Training Centre in Gishari is also in progress.

4. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCBMISSION POR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCEAU RWANDA

To: DIChiefofStaff I Operations

From: ~olonelDiarr,-~~7 ~ CIVPOL Com~../)f

Date: 28111195

Ref' CIVPOLIMEMOI1028195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrepfrom 18:00-27111 to 18:00-28111195

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows :

.3.1 PMT - KlGALIIGITARAMA PREFECTURES Sectors 1A-1B Theme: Shooting incident

In sector lA, CIVPOL reponed that there was a sporadic and intermittent shooting in
Kicukiro area ofKigali, around the closing hours of27-11-95 up to 0300 hours of
28-11-95.
Continuing, the reponfunher stated that the shooting which lasted about 3 hours, ended
with a single shot.
Later on 28-11-95, the team which went prowling for clues, also contacted the
gendarmerie Brigade in-charge of the area, and reponed no casualty while the local
police said that it has no report on the subject, as at 1600 hours of 28111/95.

3.2 PMT - KlGALIIGITARAMA PREFECTURES Sectors 1A-1B Theme: Rehabilitation

In another development, CIVPOL reponed that medical services in Butamwa Commune
has been grounded since 3019195,following the withdrawal ofMDM, a non-govemment
organisation from the commune.
The commune medical assistant who disclosed this to CIVPOL on 28/11/95, appeals to
UNAMIR for some urgent medical supplies, so that medical relief can be restored to
about 60 patients that visit the Health Centre on a daily basis.
HAC and J(mc informed.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes and Communal Police Officers by UNAMIR CIVPOL
Observers at the National Gendarmerie Training School in Ruhengeri and the Communal
Police Training Centre in Gishari is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCHMISSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCBAU RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChiefof Staff 1 Operations

Colonel Diarra. t.~#
CIVPOL Commissikr

v

-

Date: 27111195

Ref: CIVPOLIMEMOI1025195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrepfrom 18:00-26111 to 18:00-27111195

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows :

3.1 PMT - KIGALI/GITARAMA PREFECTURES Sectors 1A-1B Theme: Rehabilitation

In sector lA, CIVPOL reponed that the Bourgmestre ofKanombe Commune on 27111195,
renewed his usual appeal for the provision of building materials, to carry out repair
works on building damaged during the war, to facilitate resettlement of the commune
returnees.
The Bourgmestre said he was constrained to revisit the issue ofaccommodation for the
1959 returnees, because UNAMIR and the State Ministry ofRehabilitation who have been
so intimated of the plight of the squatting returnees, have not reacted till date.
While concluding, the Bourgmestre prayed the team to pass his appeal to UNAMIR
authorities, to whom he strongly believed, will save the returnees, the trauma ofhaVing
to wait indefinitely for the State Ministry ofRehabilitation and social integration.
HAC and UNHCR informed.

3.2 PMT-RUHENGERIIGISENYI PREFECflJRES Sectors 5A-5B Theme: Gendarmerie

In sector 5A, CIVPOL reponed that the final examinations of the 519 trainees at the
National Gendarmerie Training School in Ruhengeri staned today 27111195. The
examinatio,f-which is expected to last six days, will end on 2112195.

3.3 PMT - CYANGUGU PREFECTURE Sector 4 Theme: Prison

In sector 4, CIVPOL visited Cyangugu prison on 27111195 and reponed leakage in most
pans ofprison roof, a situation which has exacerbated sanitation, while the conditio" qf
the 2.073 inmates ofthe institution, is also said to be deplorable.
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On the issue ofdossiers, the repon disclosed that 244 cases have been completed.
HAC informed.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes and Communal Police Officers by UNAMIR CIVPOL
Observers at the National Gendarmerie Training Sclwol in Ruhengeri and the Communal
Police Training Centre in Gishari is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCIlMlSSION fOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCIlAU RWANDA

Date: 26/11/95To : D/Chiefof Staff / operations* \ I _
From : ~lonel Diarra. 11'!f',l'<:. 1104(-r ClVPOL commisslJf,'«)/ Ref: C1VPOLIMEMOl1021195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrepjrom 18:00-25/11 to 18:00-26/11/95

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

a. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows :

3.1 PMT - CYANGUGU PREFECTURE Sector 4 Theme: Prison

In Sector 4, CIVPOL reported assisting Human Rights field officials in Cyangugu, to
determine the whereabouts of one of the 204 detainees in Kagano Commune, whose
sudden disappearance five days ago is causing the officials some anxiety.
Investigations conducted sofar on the detainee, contradict the claims by local authorities
that subject has been transfered to Cyangugu prison.
The 204 detainees who are crammed into 5-room makeshift prison are also not fed by
their incarcerators but by their relatives who are seldom in food provision.
ICRC informed.

3.2 PMT - KfflUYE PREFECTURE Sector 5 C Theme: Arrests

In sector 5 C, CIVPOL conducted patrols ofGishyita Commune and reported the arrest
of 6 persons on 22/11/95. The report further revealed that the whereabouts of those
arrested has not been determined to date.
Human Rig~-informed.
In another incident, the team reported that the Base radio, solar panel system, property
of UNHCR in Kibuye, has been stolen in the night of 24/11/95. The incident has been
reported to the local RPA authorities who have since started own investigations.

, ,
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4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes and Communal Police Officers by UNAMIR CIVPOL
Observers at the National Gendarmerie Training School in Ruhengeri and the Communal
Police Training Centre in Gishari is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCEMISSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCEAU RWANDA

To: DIChie/o/Staff I operati~

From: j Colonel Dia"a. Q[/' .Ab.. __
~ CWPOL commissioneffl') 7°"'P/~

Date: 25111195

Re/: CNPOLlMEMOl1020195

Subject: CNPOL Sitrep from 18:00-24111 to 18:00-25/11/95

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CNPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

'3. UNAMJR CNPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows:

PMT - KlOALJ-GJTARAMA PREFECTURES Sectors 1 A-B Theme: Prison

1n sector 1A. CNPOL carried out patrols of TARE commune on 24111195 and reponed
the condition of27persons crammed into a two-room makeshift prison without windows
to be very appalling.

The detainees according to the report. have nofood provisions from local authorities who
ordered their incarceration. Continuing. the report further stated that relations of
detainees are also not regular in providing inmates with food items.

Human Rights and JeRC informed.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes and Communal Police Officers by UNAMIR CIVPOL
Observers at the National Gendarmerie Training School in Ruhengeri and the Communal
Police Training Centre in Gishari is in progress. .

5. Regards.

....



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCEMISSION POR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCEAU RWANDA

To:

From:

D/Chief of Staff / Operations

Colonel Diarra. Jv....flJf?#
CNPOL Commissioner

Date: 24/11/95

Ref: CNPOLIMEMO/1017/95

Subject: CNPOL Sitrep from 18:00-23/11 to 18:00-24/11/95

1.

2.

• 3.

3.1

3.2

UNAMIR CNPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CNPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

UNAMIR CNPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

PMT - BYUMBA-KlBUNGO PREFECTURES Sectors 2 A-B Theme: Prison

In sector 2B, CIVPOL reponed that unprecedented number oflocals, besieged the Nsinda
detention centre on 24/11/95, apparently eager to confirm that their detained relations
are in Nsinda, following the transfer ofKibungo inmates to Nsinda.
Their fears were however allayed, by the centre's director, who said all was well with
the prisoners and allowed the routine friday visit to take place.

PMT - GIKONGQRO-BUTARE PREFECTURES Sectors 3 A-B Theme: RPA

In sector 3B, CNPOL reponed that the Bourgmestre of Shyanda Commune and RPA
authorities in the area, have stepped of security activities, following intelligence that
nocturnal meetings are going on in the commune every other day.

At the cOfTl!!lune makeshift prison were 95 genocide suspects a"ested in 1994.
Human Rights informed.

3.3 PMT - CYANGUGU PREFECTURE Sector 4 Theme : Working Visit

In sector 4, CNPOL reponed that UNAMIR Ops Officers conference took place in
Shagasha, HQs ofMalawi-Coy under the chairmanship ofD/COS Col. DCK Kattah. The
Conference according to the repon, deliberated on operational and security issues. In
attendtuzce were representatives of G3 Ops, G3 Engineers, Sectors 1,2,3,4 and 5,
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MILOBS and CIVPOL of sector 4. The DICOS in his closing remarks, cautioned
participants over unguided comments on the issue of UNAMIR mandate.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes and Communal Police Officers by UNAMIR CIVPOL
Observers at the National Gendarmerie Training School in Ruhengeri and the Communal
Police Training Centre in Gishari is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSlSTANC1!M\SSION POIl.Il.WANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANC1!AU Il.W ANDA

To:

From:

DIChiefofStaff I Operations ., _If tL

Colonel Diarra, -k~~-
CIVPOL Commissionel r-

Date: 23111195

Ref: ClVPOLlMEMOl1013195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from 18:00-22/11 to 18:00-231/1195

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of ClVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR ClVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows:

3.1 PMT - KlGALI-GITARAMA PREFECTURES Sectors 1 A-B Theme: Prison

In sector lA, ClVPOL patrolled Kanzenze Commune and reported the condition, under
which the 142 prison inmates are living to be appalling, apart from being overcrowded.
The Bourgmestre who disclosed this to CIVPOL, also said 106 detainees were transfered
from Kanzenze to Rilima detention centre on 17111195, in a bid to bring some relief to
the inmates ofKanzenze.

In Shyorongi Commune, the team also reported the detention of 175 persons suspected
of genocide. The detainees according to the report, are fed by their relatives since their
incarceration. The Commune Bourgmestre, while appealingforfood aid, also requested
the assistance ofUNAMIR in the area ofmine detection and clearance, as most part of
the commune are infested with objects suspected to be mines or grenades.
Human Rights, ICRC and HAC informed.
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3.2 PMT - BYUMBA-KlBUNGO PREFEC/VRES Theme: Prison

In sector 2A, CIVPOL reponed that Ghanbatt provided 5 trucks to facilitate the transfer
of the remaining 246 detainees in Byumba to Nsinda detention centre. Continuing, the
repon junher stated that Byumba prison now empty, will from date house military
detainees only. It will be recalled that on 21111/95 dUring the decongestion exercise of
Kibungo prison, ClVPOL reponed that 42 military prisoners were left at Kibungo, with
a view to transferring them to Byumba at a later date.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes and Communal Police Officers by UNAMIR CWPOL
Observers at the National Gendarmerie Training School in Ruhengeri and the Communal
Police Training Centre in Gishari is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCF.MISSION !'OR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUllI: ASSISTANCRAU RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChief of Staff 1 Operations

Colonel Diarra, fo/~~¥./
CIVPOL Commissioner

Date: 22111195

Ref' CIVPOLIMEMO/lOlJI95

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrepfrom 18:00-21111 to 18:00-22/lJ195

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

3.1 PMT - K1GALI-GITARAMA PREFECTURES Sectors 1 A-B Theme: Prison

In Sector 1 A, Civpol team reponed that Human Rights field officials in GITARAMA
carried out an identification exercise of all detainees in GITARAMA Prison on
21.11.1995, vis-a-vis number of detainees. personal data, offence and electronic
recording of each prisoner.
The exercise according to the repon, is to strengthen Human Rights tracing system.

3.2 PMT - BYUMBA-KIBUNGO PREFECTURES Sectors 2 A-B Theme: Prison

In sector 2 B, CIVPOL reponed that 206 prisoners including 4 women were on
22.11.1995 transfered from BYUMBA Prison to NSINDA detention center, with the
assistance of UNAMIR. The repon junher stated that the targeted number of 430
prisoners billed for transfer, could not be achieved due to transponarion problem.
The transfer continues tomorrow.
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3.3 PMT - CYANGUGU PREFECTURE Sector 4 Theme: Communication

In Sector 4, CIVPOL reponed that UNAMIR Communication on 21.11.1995 installed a
Base Station communicationfacUitiesfor Cyangugu 's CIVPOL, to enhance its operations.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes and Communal Police Officers by UNAMIR CIVPOL
Observers at the National Gendarmerie Training School in Ruhengeri and the Communal
Police Training Center in Gishari is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCEMISSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCEAU RWANDA

To:

From:

D/Chief of Staff / Operations

Colonel Diarra,~~4W.
CIVPOL Commissioner

Date: 21/11/95

Ref' CIVPOLlMEMO/lOO7/95

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from 18:00-20/11 to 18:00-21/11 /95

I. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

3.1 PMT - BYUMBA-KIBUNGO PREFECTURES Sectors 2A-B Theme: Prison/Rehabilitation

In Sector 2 B, CIVPOL reponed that the decongestion exercise of KIBUNGO prison
ended on 20.11.1995 with a total of 3,205 prisoners being transfered to the new
expanded detention centre at NSINDA. At the close ofthe exercise, the NSINDA detention
centre has 4,145 inmates including the 940 prisoners in the facility before the
commencement of the exercise.
Continuing, the repon funher stated that 9 genocide suspects were left at KlBUNGO ,
following gendarmerie's refusal to allow their transfer.
The director of KIBUNGO prison could not give reasons for the gendarmerie's action,
but only informed the team that a protest over the incident has been lodged with the
Ministry ofDefence. In a related case, 42 military prisoners were also left in KIBUNGO
prison.
The military detainees, according to the repon will be transfered to BYUMBA prison at
a later date.
Details of what itiformed the decision to transfer the military detainees to BYUMBA
instead ofNSINDA was not given. Concluding, the team reponed that food for prisoners
at NSINDA poses no problem as ICRC is on the ground to ensure that.
Human Rights itiformed.



In another development CIVPOL reponed that the Communal Police Training Centre in
Gishari on 20.11.1995, received another boost. when it was connected with pipe bone
water. It will be recalled that UNAMIR due to the absence of water facilities at the
centre, resolutely committed itself to undenake the water project as pan of its
contribution for the rehabilitation of the centre.
With this development, the problem ofwater at GISHARI Training centre which hitheno
used to be a source ofconcern for both UNAMIR and local authorities is now moribund,
as it has also brought relief to both instructors and trainees of the institution.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCBMISSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCBAURWANDA

Date: 201 11195

Ref" ClVPOLlMEMOll004195

CNPOL Sitrep from J8:00-J911J to J8:00-201JJ195

DIChief ofStaff 1 Operations V h

Colonel Diarra.~4~
CIVPOL Commissioner

Subject:

From:

To:

1. UNAMIR CNPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of ClVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR ClVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

3,1 PMT - KIBUNGO-BYUMBA PREFECTURES Sectors 2 B-A Theme: Prison

In Sector 2 B, CIVPOL reponed, that the decongestion exercise of KIBUNGO prison,
which began on the 17. November J995 is in progress.
On the 18.11.1995, a total of 1,550prisoners were transfered to NSINDA detention
centre, while 1,224inmates are expected to be moved on 20.11. J995.
At the close ofthe exercise, the NSINDA 's strength is expected to be 4,141 including the
941 prisoners in the facility before the commencement of the decongestion exercise.
In a related case the team also visited KABARARONDO Commune prison and reponed
that a spokesperson for the 80 genocide detainees, complained of very irregular feeding
and therefore appeals for assistance.
ICRC informed.

In another development, CIVPOL reponed that the Bourgmestre of KlGARAMA
Commune has requested UNAMIR on behalfofthe over 17,OOOreturneesjrom UGANDA,
TANZANIA and BURUNDI, some agricultural implements and seedlings to enable the
returnees stan some form ofsubsistence forming.
The appeal to UNAMIR according to the Bourgmestre became necessary, follOWing the
inaction on the pan ofsome unnamed NGO's. The repon junher stated that majority of
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the returnees who benefitedfrom the state farmland allocation, blamed their inability to
start farming on lack offarming implements and seedlings.
HAC and World Food Programme informed.

3.2 PMT - RUHENGERI-GISENYI PREFECTURES Sectors 5 A-B Theme:Gendarmerie

The time table for the final examinations ofthe 519trainees at the National Gendarmerie
Training School in Ruhengeri has been issued.
The Revision ofCourses covering the entire training programme starts on 20. 11.1995 to
25.11.1995, while final examination starts on 27.11.1995 - 02.12.1995.
It will be recalled that the present batch of 519 trainees started training on the 05.
August, 1995 under the auspices of UNAMIR - CNPOL.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMIR ClVPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Rlihengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCBNISSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCBAU RWANDA

To:

From:

Date: 19/11/95

Ref' CNPOLIMEMO/l001195

1. UNAMIR CNPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported asfollows:

3.1 PMT - KIGALI PREFECTURE-GlTARAMA PREFECTURES Sectors lA-B
Theme: VIP visit

In Sector 1 A. CIVPOL reported that a former U. S. PresidentMr. Jimmy Canerhas
arrived KIGALI. in continuation ofhis planned visit to the great lake region. with a view
to finding lasting solution to the embattled region. The former President who has an
indelible international achievement to his credit in brokering peace. is expected to hold
talks centred how best to resolve the protracted ethnic and refugees problems in the
region with top Rwanda Government officials and some unnamed interests groups. Mr.
Jimmy Carter is expected to visit some massacre sites in Rwanda before leaving the
country on Tuesday. 21. November 1995.

In Kigali. the Commander of REMERA Gendarmerie Brigade requested UNAMIR for
assistance in the provision of Police equipment and transportation. According to the
Commander. logistics and transportation is adversely affecting police operations in the
area. The Commander who disclosed that 25 ofthe 70 detainees in the Brigade'cell are
genocide suspects. blamed their inability to compile case-jiles on problem of
transportation. Concluding the Commander strongly appeals to UNAMIR to assist the
four Gendarmerie Brigades in Kigali with some police equipment and transportation.
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3.2 PMT - BYUMBA-KIBUNGO PREFECTURES Sectors 2 A-B Theme: Opening Ceremony

The official opening ceremony ofthe Communal police Training Center in GISHARI took
place on 19.11.1995. In attendance were the Vice President and Minister of Defence
Major General Paul Kagameat the head ofthe Rwandan delegation which also include
the.Vice Prime Minister and Minister ofInterior, whose Ministry oversees the Communal
Police, the second component of the Rwanda Police Force, aside the National
Gendarmerie.

Others are the SRSG, CIVPOL Commissioner, representative of the United Nations
agencies, other top functionaries ofthe Rwandan Government and a host ofother local
interest groups. With this development, UNAMIR CIVPOL has successfully commenced
the training ofthe first batch of 750 Communal Police Officers, who at the end ofa 12
week intensive training programme will be deployed to Communes nationwide to assist
Bourgmestres in law enforcement and public security matters.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITBD NATIONS
ASSISTANCIlMlSSION POR. R.WANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L·ASSISTANCIlAUR.WANDA

To:

From:

DIChiefof Staff1Operatio~ ,

leolonel Diarra,~ ~
~ ClVPOL Commissioner

Date: 18111195

Ref' ClVPOLIMEMOI1000195

Subject: ClVPOL Sitrepfrom 18:00=17/11 to 18:00=18/11195

1. UNAMIR CNPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CWPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CWPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows :

3.1 PMT - KIGALI - GITARAMA PREFECTURES Sectors 1 A-B Theme: Gendarmerie

In Sector 1 A, CNPOL visited Gendarmerie Brigade in Kigali urban and reponed that
the police out-fit lacks the necessary means and capacity for the effective performance
of its tasks.
The Commander of the Brigade who recalled the deficiency in police personnel,
equipment, modem communication facilities and transponation as the bane of the
Rwanda police, particularly acknowledged UNAMIR stupendous contributions to the
problem of law enforcement and public security in Rwanda.
The Commander summed up his remarks, with an appeal for the usual assistance to
enable the new police realise its objectives.

3.2 PMT - BYUMBA - KlBUNGO PREFECTURES Sectors 2 A-B Theme: Prison

In Sector 2 B, CNPOL patrolled RUTONDE Commune in the RWAMAGANA Sub
prefecture and reponed the presence of200genocide detainees in the Commune prison,
including 19 women, 6 juveniles and 4 babies.
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Continuing, the reportfurther stated that the Commune Bourgmestre, who disclosedfood
as the main problem facing the detainees also said that the 2,OOOwidows and 1.549
orphans. in the Comm~,,-(! are in dire need ofhumanitarian assistance.
Human Rights, ICRC, HAC informed.

3.3 PMT - CYANGUGU PREFEcruRE Sector 4 I Theme: Prison

In Sector 4, CIVPOL conducted patrols of KlRAMBO Commune and reported that 165
persons are detained in the Commune prison. Ofthis number, the Bourgmestre disclosed
that 101 including 3 minors are alleged to be implicated in the 1994 genocide, though
without dossiers.
The report further stated the Commune IP] who is responsible for the compilation of
dossiers, is presently on a one month legal training and it is hoped that compilation of
dossier will commence as soon as the IP] returns.
Human Rights informed.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMIR ClVPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCBMISSION POR. R.WAND...

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUIl L'ASSISTANCl!AU llWAND'"

To : DIChief of Staff 1 Operations

From: klonel Diarra. At/51 J (.
,£1 ClvPOL Commiss~~~{/!'JJfJ¥

Date: 17111195

Ref: ClVPOLIMEMOI997195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from 18.'00-16/11 to 18:00-17/11195

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of ClVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continuedpatrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

3.1 PMT - BYUMBA-KlBUNGO PREFECIVRES Sectors 2 A - 2 B / Theme: Prison

In Sector 2 B, ClVPOL reponed that an exercise aimed at decongesting the KlBUNGO
Prison, IuJs taken off with the assistance of UNAMIR. On the 17.11.1995, 960inmates
were transferedfrom KlBUNGO Prison to the new expanded detention centerat NSINDA,
Continuing, the report funher stated that a total 3_(J()() inmates are expected to be
transfered during the exercise.

In another case, ClVPOL conductedpatrols ofMUHAZl Commune in the RWAMAGANA
sub-prefecture and reponed that the Bourgmestre during a call on him, appealed to
UNAMlR to assist the Commune in reactivating the broken water system and the Health
Center in MUKARANGE.
These infrastructures according to the Bourgmestre were damaged during the war and
their absence is causing the local population untold hardship. After the call on the
Bourgmestre, the team visited the Commune prison where 314 genocide suspects
including 1pregnant woman are detained. the suspects, are reponed to be in appreciable
condition.
HAC and Human Rights informed.
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3.2 PMT - GIKONGORO-BUTARE PREFECfURES Sectors 3 A-B
Theme: Human Rights abuses

The team reported that the Bourgmestre ofRUNYINYA Commune addressed a communal
gathering on 15.11.1995 in RURANZlGE Sector of the Commune, where he warned
locals to desist from arresting people without valid reasons or on mere suspicion of
having taken part in last year's genocide. Continuing, the Bourgmestre who assured stiff

penalty for anyone taking the law into their hands, also advised the people to route
reports ofindictment to his office or the appropriate authorities. It will be recalled that
in the penultimate week, 9 Hutus were arrested by some locals for alleged complicity in
last year's genocide and were seriously brutalized following which three died.
The councillor ofthe sector who is alleged to have orchestrated the incident is presently
helping local authorities in their investigation.

In another development, the team reported that the prison facility in the Commune is
overcrowded, as not less than 652 detainees are crammed into the facility.
On the issue oftheir dossiers and period ofdetention, an official who wants anonymity,
said not much has been achieved due to personnel and logistics constraints.
Human Rights informed.

3.3 PMT - KIBUYE PBEFECfURE Sector 5 C I Theme: Death threat

In Sector 5 C, CNPOL reported that through impeccable sources, it gathered that a
Death threat has been handed-out to the new Bourgmestre ofGISOVU Commune by the
RPA Commander in the area.
Continuing the report stated, that the threat was issued on 14. November 1995, shortly
after the swearing in of the Bourgmestre, who was further instructed to abreast local
military authorities ofevery bit ofdevelopments in his area or else he will be killed.

In a related development, the priest of Daughters of Charity, an NGO operating in
MWENDO Commune, was quoted as saying that the "situation is tense" following
incidence of indiscriminate arrests of locals by RPA.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress~

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCBMISSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSlSTANCBAU RWANDA

Date: 16111195DIChiefof Staff 1 operatiC' i

From: Jeolonel Diarra, nfr/;;;'tkr 19¥(.<i CNPOL commiss'f:f::rJj 7:r Ret· CNPOLlMEMOI992195

Subject: CNPOL Sifreo from 18:00:15/11 to 18:QO-I6/11195

To:

1. UNAMIR CNPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CNPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CNPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows:

3.1 PMT - KlGALI-GITARAMA PREFECTURE Sectors 1 A-I B 1 Theme: Prison -

In sector 1 A, CNPOL reported meeting the chief ofprison administration in Rwanda
on 16.1J.J995, with a view to resolving the impasse on prison visits lJy UNAMIR
observers, following the spate ofdenial ofaccess to prisonfacUities nationwide.
Continuing, the report further stated that the appointment fixed for the 20.11.1995, will
focus on denial of access and other related subjects as contained in the Force
Commander, Prison information collection and reporting of12.09.1995.

3.2 PMT - BYUMBA-KlBUNGO PREFECTURES Sectors 2 A - 2 B 1 Theme: Prison

CIVPOL patrolled RUKARA Commune in the RWAMAGANA sub-prefecture and reponed
the presence of 140 detainees in the Commune prison, including 11 women.
The genocide suspects who were arrested in 1994 are reponed to befacing food problem.
The Commune Bourgmestre who amplified the plight of detainees, appeals for food
assistance.
Human Rights, ICRC and HAC informed.



3.3 PMT - CYANGUGU PREFECfURE

2

Sector 4 I Theme: Prison

In sector 4 CIVPOL conducted patrols of GAFUNZO Commune and reported another
unsuccessful prison visit, following its denial of access by the Bourgmestre on
16.11.1995.
The Bourgmestre, however gave the current number of inmates in the makeshift prison
as 120. Ofthis number, 69 has been investigated and implicated in last year's genocide
while 17other suspects have no corroborative evidence to link them with the offence.
Human Rights informed.

3.4 PMT- KIBUYE PREFECfURE Sector 5 C I Theme: Inauguration

In Sector 5 C, CIVPOL reported the swearing in of the new Bourgmestre of GITESI
Commune Mr VlANNEY NKURUNZlZA in a colouiful and impressive ceremony that took
place on the 15.11.1995 at the KIBUYE Stadium.
The prefect of KIBUYE who presided over the ceremony, used the occasion which
attracted a cross-section of the KIBUYE Prefecture to assure the large gathering of
government's ability to protect its citizenry.
Continuing, the prefect said that the IWAWA Island which service insurgency in the
prefecture is now under the full control of the RPA, following its routing of EXFAR
elements from the island.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.
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UNITED NATIONS
ASSlSTANCEMISSION FOR llWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSlSTANCEAU RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChiefofStaff 1 Operations

Colonel Diarra,rl;~
ClVPOL CommiJi~ner

Date: 15111195

Ref: CIVPOLIMEMOl987195

Subject: CIVPOL SitrepJrom 18:00-14/11 to 18:00-15/11/95

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

3.1 PMT - KIGALI PREFECTURE Sector: I A 1 Theme: Prison

In Sector 1 A, CIVPOL patrolled RUBUNGO Commune and reponed that its planned
visit to the commune prison was disallowed by the Bourgmestre who determined that such
visits by UNAMIR observers must be expressly authorized by the prefect ofKIGALI, to
whom he is responsible.
The Bourgmestre, however gave the current number ofinmates in the prison as 69. The
same Bourgmestre, used the call on him, as a platform to launch an appeal for the
provision ofbuilding materials to assist the reconstruction ofbuildings damaged during
the civil war.
Expatiating further, the Bourgmestre of RUBUNGO Commune, said the appeal to
UNAMIR became very necessary as returnees and others whose houses were damaged
are finding it extremely difficult to carry out repair work.
Assistance in this direction according to the Bourgmestre, will ameliorate the living
conditions of those concerned and also save them the trauma of having to wait
indefinitely for the state ministry ofsocial integration and rehabilitation.
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3.2 PMT - BUTARE PREFECFURE Sector 3 B I Theme: Human Rights Abuses

CNPOL in Sector 3 B, reported assisting Human Rightsjieldmonitors in the case ofthe
murder of three locals in RUNYlNYA Commune and unwarranted assault occasioning
harm ofsix others on one hand, and that ofthe councillor ofRURAZIGE Sector who was
arrested for allegedly inciting some locals in the area to commit felony to-wit murder.
Continuing the report further stated that in the penultimate week, nine locals were
arrested for alleged complicity in last year's genocide and were seriously brutalised,
following which three died.

3.3 PMT - CYANGUGU PREFECIVRE Sector 4 I Theme: Prison

In Sector 4, CIVPOL reported another unsuccessful prison visit, following its denial of
access by the Bourgmestre of GISHOMA commune.
The Bourgmestre who simply gave the current number ofinmates as 32, said 17ofthe
suspects are implicated in last year's genocide, 9 of which are those who have recently
returned.
On the subject ofdossiers, the Bourgmestre said nothing is happening nowfollowing the
death of the Commune IPG who was murdered about a month ago.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMIR CWPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCI!MISSION FOR RWANnA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUll L'ASSISTANCI!AU IlWANnA

To:

From:

DIChiefofStaff 1 Operations

Colonel Diarra, . b~#
ClVPOL Commis;;t;;;;;r~

Date: 14111195

Ref: CNPOLIMEMOl982195

Subject: ClVPOL Sitre.p from 18:()()"13111 to lB.-QQ.)4111195

1. UNAMIR ClVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of ClVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR ClVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows:

3.1 KiGALI PREFECFllRE Sector 1 A 1 Theme: Visit of UN-Envoy

The United Nations Desk officerfor Rwanda Ms. Elisabeth Linden Mayer paid a working
visit to ClVPOL Headquarters at 'TRAPIPRO' complex on 14.11.1995. The august visitor
was briefed by CIVPOL Commissioner about the structure and deployment of ClVPOL.
After an exhaustive questions and answers session on ClVPOL activities in Rwanda, the
desk officer rounded up her visit with a brief remarks about the state of the current
mandate,which according to her will be decided in two weeks time.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCllMlSSION POR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCllAU RWANDA'

To:

From:

DIChiefof Staff 1 Operations

Colonel Diarra. I, ~~
ClVPOL Commissioner~

Date: 13111195

Ref' ClVPOLlMEMOl979195

Subject: ClVPOL Sitrep from 18:00:12/11 to 18:QQ-13/11195

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

3.1 PMT - KIGALI PREFECWRE Sector 1A 1 Theme: RPA

In Sector 1A, CIVPOL reponed observing about 50 RPA soldiers along GIKONDO dual
carriage way near IVECO Auto company, wearing new camouflage flak jackets on new
dark green uniforms.
The soldiers who were not armed, appear to be conducting on the job-training.

3.2 PMT - BWARE PREFECTURE Sector 3 B 1 Theme: Rehabilitation

CIVPOL patrolled MARABA Commune and reponed, that the Bourgmestre disclosed
water and food to be the main problem facing the local population. Continuing, the
repon junher stated, that the Bourgmestre has inview of the plight of most locals,
appealed to Humanitarian aid agencies for assistance. HA C informed.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMIR ClVPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCIlMlSSION POI, .RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUlt L'ASSISTANCIlAU RWANDA

To : DIChiefofStaff 1 Operations

From: konel Diarra,<:; ClVPOL Commissioner

Date: 12111195

Ref: ClVPOLIMEMOl973195

Subject: ClVPOL Sitrep from 18:00-11/11 to 18:()()..12/11/95

1. UNAMlR CNPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CNPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed asfollows :

3.1 PMT - KIBUYE PREFEC/VRE Sector 5 C 1 Theme: Malaria & Diarrhoea Epidemic

In sector 5 C, CNPOL reponed that its team, accompanied NICOY medical team to
MUKURA Sector of MABANZA Commune, to ascenain the claim of Malaria and
Diarrhoea epidemic in the sector.
Continuing, the reponjunher stated that there was no outbreak ofthe epidemic, but that
three children died in the area between September and October, 1995.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMlR ClVPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCIlMlSSION P<a awANDA

----
NATIONS DRIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCIlAU RWANDA

To : DIChiefofStaff I Operations

From: Irolonel Diarra, IJhQ JJ... f:.
/CNPOL Commiss~/-'-<7/5;Y

Date: 11111195

Ref' CNPOL/MEMOl972195
" .

Subject: CNPOL Sitrep from 1&00-10111 to 18:00-11111195

1. UNAMIR CWPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CWPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CNPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows:

3.1 PMT- KlBUNGOIRWAMAGANA PREFECTURE Sector 2 B I Theme: Opening Ceremony

The officialopening ceremony ofthe Communal Police Training Center in GISHARI come
up on the 19.11.1995.
Trainees , who have started to arrive the centre since 09.11.1995 are expected to begin
an intensive training programme ofbetween 12 -15 weeks on 20.11.1995. The Communal
police, is the second component of the Rwanda Police Forces aside the National
Gendarmerie.

3.2 PMT - GIKONGORO PREFECTURE Sector 3 A I Theme: Reconciliation

In Sector 3 A, CNPOL patrolled KlNYAMAKARA Commune and reported that the
Bourgmestre has been holding series ofmeetings with all the interest groups including
local civilian and military authorities, in which the Bourgmestre strongly enjoined them
to opt for friendly and brotherly reconciliation and forget the bitter past.
Continuing the report further stated that the Bourgmestre who x-rayed Rwanda's pre and
post independence developments, determined that the time for peace, has come and all
must work for it, if they are to move forward.
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3.3 PMT - KIBUYE PREFECfljRE SECTOR 5 C I Theme: Alleged Reprisal Killings

The team reponed {hat locals in RUBAZO Sector of MABANZA Commune, alleged
occasional summary deprivation of life of locals suspected of genocide by survivors.
Continuing, the repon junher stated that not less than five locals have been seriously
assaulted in the public and taken away since the past two months and their where about
not determined to date.
Human Rights officials who have waded into the matter, are quoted to have stated that
the victims are not detained in any known detention centre. Investigation is however
continuing.
In a related development, locals in GIHAM Commune, intimated CIVPOL that they are
now living in a state offear, following incidence ofarbitrary a"ests oflocals in the area
by RPA.
The last a"est according to the repon, was conducted on 03.11.1995.
Human Rights informed.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCEMISSION I'OR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCEAU RWANDA

To:

From:

Dleme!o! Staff I Operations ,~/(J L
Colonel Diarra, fa! HJCi{s7~
CIVPOL commiss-;(;,/'~-

Date: 10111195

Ref' CNPOLIMEMOl970195

" . Subject: ClVPOL Sitrep from 18:(}()-09111 to 18:00=10111/95

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported asfollows:

3.1 KIGALI PREFECTURE Sector 1 A 1 Theme: V.l. P. Visit

The Force Commander paid a working visit to CIVPOL HQS at TRAFIPRO complex on
10.11,1995. The Force Commander who was briefed by the CIVPOL Commissioner about
the structure and deployment ofClVPOL, later inspected the various divisions and offices
ofClVPOL Headquarters. The visit was rounded up with a brief remarks, in which the
Force Commander commended CIVPOL's achievements so far.

3.2 PMT - KIGALI PREFECTURE Sector 1 A 1 Theme: Prison

The team visited Kigali central prison and reported that one inmate died on 09.11.1995
from natural causes occasioned by illness.
The deputy director of the institution who gave the current number of inmates to be
10,513,said plans are on to transfer at least 1. ()()() inmates to other prison facilities
within Rwanda.
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3.3 PMT - BUTARE PREFEcruRE Sector 3 B I Theme: Prison & Banditry

The team carried out patrols of NYARUHENGERl Commune and reported that the
Commune Bourgmestre has appealed for transportation assistance to facilitate the
transfer of 90 inmates to NYANZA prison. Expatiating further, 40 of the 120 prisoners
in a makeshift prison were transfered on 30.10.1995 and ever since, the commune has
no other means to complete the transfer process.

In another development,the team reported that unspecified number ofRwandese refugees
from BURUNDI, armed with matchets and other dangerous weapons crossed into
KIGEMBE and KlBUYE Communes in BUTARE prefecture and attacked local residents.
Continuing, the report further stated, that cattle and other personal effects of locals in

., - affected Communes were carted away by the bandits, who have since escaped into
BURUNDI with their loot. The RPA Commander in BUTARE, in a swift reaction to the
incident, deployed a company strength of soldiers to the border Communes to stem the
menace ofarmed bandits in the area.

3.4 PMT - KlBUYE PREFECTURE Sector 5 C I Theme: Arrest

The team conducted patrols ofKlVUMU Commune and reported that three locals were
arrested in RUTONDO Sector on 04.11.1995 for alleged complicity in last year's
genOcide. Suspects are presently remanded in NYANGE prison.
Human Rights informed.

In a related development, a two day seminar on "Arrest and detention" opened in
KIBUYE on 09.11.1995 under the auspices of UNHCR and UNHCHR.
The seminar attracted local civilian and military authorities, including NGO's personnel
Military and CIVPOL observers, the Gendarmerie and other local interests groups.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



•

UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCHMISSIONPOI.R.WANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSlSTANCHAU RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChiefof Staff 1 Operations

Colonel Diarra, ~J -I1f?4t-!-·
CIVPOL Commission;r

Date: 09111195

Ref' CIVPOLIMEMOI966195

," . Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from 18:00=08/11 to 18:QQ-09111195

1. UNAMlR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows:

3.1 PMT - KIGALI PREFEcroRE Sector 1 A 1 Theme: Mines clearance

The team reported that the Gikondo Gendarmerie Brigade Commander during a call on
him, requested assistance from UNAMIR in the area ofmines detection and clearance.
Some part ofGikondo area ofKigali according to the Commander, is suspected to have
to have wide spread ofobjects suspected to be mines or grenades.
The Bourgmestre of NYARUGENGE Commune in Kigali, made similar request.
According to him, subsistence farming in the Commune is going down for fear ofbeen
the next mine victim. A week ago, one cow was killed when a mine detonated, he
concluded.

3.2 PMT - GITABAMA PREFECTURE Sector 1 B 1 Theme: Rehabilitation

Ref' CIVPOL briefof02.11.1995 on the resuscitation of reliefassistance for the center
for unaccompanied children in KlGOMA Commune, an appointment has been arranged
for 10.11.1995 between the Center's Director and representatives ofGitarama MILOB's
Sector, by CIVPOL.
HA C informed.



3.3 PMT - BUTARE PREFEcroRE
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Sector 3 B I Theme: Prison

The team conducted patrols ofHUYE Commune and reponed that the Bourgmestre has
appealed to UNAMIR authorities for transponation assistance to enable the Commune
decongest the overcrowded make-shift prison.
About 200 more inmates needed to be transponed to NYANZA prison, near Butare in
order to bring relief to the critical conditions under which inmates are now living.

., .
3.4 PMT - GISENYl PREFECTURE Sector 5 B I Theme: Mine incidents

Ref: CWPOL's brief on the mine incident of09. 11.1995 in KABAYA Commune, Swiss
Embassy in Kigali has finally acknowledged the ownership of the ill{ated Toyota Land
Cruiser, through Mrs. Helen Coudry MSF Coordinator in Gisenyi prefecture.
Two of the four occupants are local employees of the Embassy while the personal data
of the others is being developed.

3.5 PMT - KIBUYE PREFECIVRE Sector 5 C I Theme: Malaria & Diarrhoea Epidemic

The team conductedpatrols ofMABANZA. Commune and reponed an epidemic ofMalaria
and Diarrhoea in RUKOKO Sector. Continuing, the repon junher stated that a total of
fifty persons have died from the diseases between September and October, 1995.
JCRC informed.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMIR CWPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCEMISSION POR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCEAU RWANDA

Date: 08111195To : DIChiefofStaff 1operation~

From: ftolonel Diarra, n/tl.', >!~rr CIVPOL commissio~~ ~ / / Ref' CIVPOLIMEMOI964195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from 18:00:07111 tQ 18:00:08111195

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ cQntinued cQQrdinatiQn and mQnitQring Qf activities Qf CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situatiQn in the cQuntry cQntinues tQ be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures cQntinued patrols and mQnitQring
in AOR and repQned as fQllQWS :

3.1 PMT - GITARAMA PREFECTURE SectQr 1 B 1 Theme: PrisQn

The team cQnducted patrols Qf](A YENZI CQmmune and repQned that the prisQn situatiQn
and the living cQnditiQns Qfthe 149 inmates detained there in, CQuld nQt be ascenained
fQllQwing its denial Qf access by RPA sQldiers Qn guard duties. CQntinuing, the repQn
funher stated that the guard sergeant whQ asked the team tQ wait fQr clearance while
gQingfQr cQnsultatiQn with the platQQn cQmmander in the area, came afew minutes later
tQ say that he has gQne tQ Gitarama, even thQugh the CQmmander was seen entering his
office.
The team concluded its repQn with the arrest Qf Qne lQcal by RPA Qn 29.10.1995 at
Bitare sector Qf the CQmmune.

3.2 PMT - GIKONGORO PREFECTURE SectQr 3 A 1 PrisQn

The team alsQ repQned cQntinued denial Qf access intQ GikQngQrQ prisQn Qf late,
stressing that visit tQ the prisQn Qr any related facility is nQW resisted unless expressly
authQrized.
EjfQns are on tQ get the prefect Qf GikQngQrQ and the Gendarmerie CQmmander tQ
resQlve the impasse, the repQn cQncluded.
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3.3 PMT - GISENYI PREFECIVRE Sector 5 B 1 Theme: Mine incidents

Ref: CNPOL Sitrep Memo number 95911995 of07. November 1995, the four passengers
on board the ill-fated Toyota Land Cruiser at the time ofincident are all local employees
ofSwiss-Embassy in Rwanda.

3.4 PMT - KIBUYE PREFECWRE Sector 5 C 1 Theme: Arrests

The team reponed the common phenomenon in the prefecture now, to be continued
incidence ofarbitrary arrests oj locals suspected ofgenocide by RPA.
Human Rights itiformed.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMIR CNPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCEMlSSIOff FOIl RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTAHCEAU RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChiefofStaff 1operation~

!.colonel Diarra. 0/,L~ iJ)....rr.
YCWPOL COmmission:ft1jI

Date: 07111195

Ref' CIVPOLlMEMOl959195

." .
Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from J8.'(}()-06111 to 18:()()..07l11195

1. UNAMIR CWPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CNPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CWPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

3.1 PM[ - GISENYI PREFECTURE Sector 5 B 1 Theme: Mine incidents

The team reponed two separate mine incidents in KARAYA and GISIYE Communes. On
07.11.1995 at about 0600 hours in GISIYE Commune, a local woman who stepped on
anti-personnel mine some three hundred meters from the Commune's office lost her left
leg.
At about 1130hours, a second anti-personnel mine exploded, some one hundred andfifly
meters from where the first incident took place; near the residence of the assistant
Bourgmestre of GISlYE Commune. In this second incident, a local male worker of the
Commune was the victim and he also lost one leg and sustained serious injury in the right
arm. Both victims are presently receiving treatment at KABAYA 'Medecins sansfrontiers'
health center.
In another development, the team reponed another mine incident in KABAYA Commune,
where a Toyota Land cruiser with Registration Number 8 CD .2 .R. which struck anti
tank mine near KABAYAIGASEKE road junction was blown off. Continuing the repon
.funher stated, that the vehicle which belong to the swiss embassy has four passengers on
board at the time ofthe incident. Two ofthe four occupants diedfrom injuries sustained
while two others are in critical conditions at KARAYA Health center.
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Though one ofthe dead is reported to be a local, details ofother victims. are yet to be
ascertained.

RPA and Gendarmerie Commanders in the area called on ClVPOL team in Gisenyi to
assist in carrying out scrupulous investigations into the incidents following intelligence
that a vehicle was sighted around the scene of the incident.

4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

I 5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTAN(."I! MISSION POR RWANDA

ONAIIIR -IIINUAil

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR 1.'ASSISTANCIl AU RWANDA

To:

From:

D!Chi",- ~,- Staf{l Operations. f; ~

Colonel Diarra, ..-/.Ie q>u-rf-
CIVPOL Commissioner '

Date: 061//195

Ref' ClVPOLlMEMOl955195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from /8:00-051// to 18:00-061//195

/. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of ClVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMlR ClVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows :

3./ PMT - GISENYl PREFECTURE Sector.5 B 1 Theme: Prison

The team visited Gisenyi central prison on 04. /1.1995 and reported the general situation
to be appreciable. The director who gave the current number ofdetainees as /,502 said
the penitentiary is now plagued with P>od problem.
Continuing the team further reported that question regards records, legal period of
custody and compilation qfdossiers has often been discarded.
Human Rights and lCRC informed.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendannes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISI'ANCB MISSION POR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
WISSION POOR L'ASSISTANCil AU RWANDA

Date: 05111195To : . DIChief ofStaff 1 operatio~ .

From :fColonel Diarra, Qi! ,\ }/o F
CIVPOL Commissione~ tn Ref' CIVPOLlMEMOl950195

Subject: ClVPOL Sitrep from 18:00-04111 to 18:00-0511119j

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows :

3.1 PMT - KlBUNGQ PREFECTURE Sector 2 B 1 Theme: Prison

The team reported that another attempt to visit Kibungo prison was thwarted by RPA
guards who determined that visits to the penitentiary by UNAMIR observers must be
expressly authorised.
The sub-prefect of RWAMAGANA who had earlier granted pennission, could not be
reached ever since the last visit, despite the protest registered.
It will be recalled that CWPOL team who had similar experience last week requested
UNAMIR authorities for intervention,

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendannes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards,



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISI"ANCH MISSION POll RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MWION POOR L'ASSISTANCIl AU RWANOA

To:

From:

,DIChief qf Staff 1 op~erations .

kolonel Diarra, Q I h!~-r.
7 CNPOL Commissioner

Date: 04111195

ReI CIVPOLlMEMOl949195

Subject: ClVPOL Sitrep from 18:00-03111 to 18:00-041/J195

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CWPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CWPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported asfollows :

3.1 PMT - KIBUYE PREFECFURE Sector 5 C 1 Theme: Arrests

ClVPOL team carried out patrols of KIVUMU and GISOVU Communes and reported
continued incidence ofarbitrary arrests of locals, particularly the returnees by RPA.
Continuing, the report further stated that a house to house search for arms is also being
conducted by RPA.
In another development. some locals in GISOVU Commune informed the team that one
survivor now resident in Gitarama, often come to the Commune to effect the arrest of
locals for alleged complicity in last year's genocide. One ofthe sixteen suspects recently
arrested was reportedly killed. Human Rights informed.

The team also reported that the spectre ofbeing the next mine victim, has overwhelmed
NGOS personnel in the prefecture, as a result their activities have been curtailed.

4, TRAINING

The Training ofGendannes by UNAMIR ClVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSIn'ANCI! MISSION fOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POOR L'ASSIn'ANCI! AU RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChief of StaB'/ Operations

~olonel Diarra,I CNPOL Commissione

Date: 03111195

Ref' CNPOLIMEMOl947195

Subject: CNPOL Sitrep from 18:00-02111 to 18:()().03111195

1. UNAMIR C/VPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CNPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows:

3.1 PMT - KIGALI PREFECTURE Sector 1 A 1 Theme: Arrest

Ref CNPOL Sitrep Memo Number 944/1995 of2. November 1995, the local Brown and
Root staffwas released on 03.11.1995 at about 11()() hours from Gikondo Gendannerie
Brigade following UNAM/R CIVPOL intervention.

3.2 PMT - GIKONGORO PREFECTURE Sector 3 A 1 Theme: Reconciliation

The team went on patrols of NSH/RI Commune and reported meeting a communal
gathering in session being addressed by the Commune Bourgmestre. Continuing, the
report further stated that the gathering which include representatives oflocal civilian and
military authorities, the clergy, Community leaders and family heads, were enjoined to
put behind them the events that characterized the Rwanda Crisis and work towards
national reconciliation and Unity.
The clergy, an the end ofthe Bourgmestre 's address was specifically tasked to ensure that
the message is incorporated into their sermons.
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3.3 PMT - GISENYI PREFECTURE Sector 5 B I Theme: Death

The team reponed that a local whose negligence led to the electrocution of a child in
KIBILIRA Commune is now undergoing interrogations for a possible charge of
manslaughter. In anotherdevelopment, the team reponed a robbery incident in Gitarama
sector of KIBILlRA Commune on 02.11.1995 where a local was robbed of the sum of
133,000 FRWand shot in the arm. The victim is said to be receiving treatment now at
the Commune health centre.
The gendarmerie is conducting own investigations in both ca.'1es.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendarmes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National Gendarmerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCI! MISSION POI. RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCIl AU RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChief of Staff I op~eutio

4Lonel Diarra, (l ) htAL:>T.
VCfl,POL Commissioner I"'·,.,

Date: 021J1195

Ref' CIVPOLlMEMOl944195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from 18:00-01/11 to 18:00-02/11/95

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows :

3.1 PMT - GITARAMA PREFECTURE Sector l B I Theme: RehahilitOJion

The team after a working visit to 'CENA OF HANlKA' Center for unaccompanied
children in Gitarama, reported that the centre is facing food and medical crisis; as
humanitarian aid do the centre stopped two months ago.
The director ofthe centre who appealed to UNAMIR for resuscitation ofreliefassistance
said it will save the now traumatized unaccompanied children a lot ofproblems. HAC has
been informed.

3.2 PMT - KIGALI PREFECTURE Sector 1 A I Theme: Arrest

Following a report of the arrest and detention of a local staff of Brown and Root OJ
GIKONDO gendarmerie brigade, the Kigali team contacted the brigade commander on
the grounds of the arrest. Continuing the report further stated, that the brigade
Commander disclosed that the local was arrested on 01.11.1995 in one ofthe disco night
clubs in Kigali at about 2200 hours. Expatiating further, the Commander said the local
who was unable to give details of his status was therefore detained for further
interrogations. Concluding, the Commander however assured CIVPOL team that subject
would be released as soon as the necessary booking of his case is concluded.



4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendannes by UNAMIR ClVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCI! MISSION FOR RWANnA

UNAUIR - MINUAR

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POVR L'ASSISTANCP. AU RWANDA

To : , DIChiefofStaff I op~ratio~

From: LColonel Diarra, fl tiT,. ~ )~/Jry>r.
~ ClVPOL Commis~

Date: 01111195

ReI CIVPOLlMEMOl916195

Subject: ClVPOL Sitreplrom 18:00-31110 to 18:00-01/11/95

1. UNAMIR ClVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of ClVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR ClVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows :

3.1 PMT - KlBUNGO PREFECTURE Sector 21 Theme: Prison

The team reponed that its attempt to visit KlBUNGO prison facility on 31.10.1995 was
aboned by RPA soldiers on the grounds that the team was unable to produce a written
authority from the Defence and Justice ministries. Continuing the repon funher stated
that the sub-prefect ofRWAMAGANA had earlier given the team an appointment for the
visit, which according to the RPA is outside the powers ofthe prefect to grant such visit
particularly to UNAMIR observers, The Kibungo team had therefor requested UNAMIR
authorities for resolution of the impasse, so that this Qjpeet of CIVPOL task can be
effectively performed.

3.2 PMT - KlBUYE PREFECTURE Sector 5 C I Theme: Mine incident

The team reported that on 31. 10. 1995 at about 1900 hours, a local bus carrying
unspecified numbers ofpersons, registration number not given, that was travelling
from Cyangugu to Kibuye went through a land mine and was consequently blown
off. Three persons are reported killed in the incident while 6 others were seriously
injured.
The injured according to the report have been evacuated to Kibuye for medical
attention. RPA is conducting own investigations.
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4. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCE MISSION IIOR RWAND'"

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POOR I.'ASSISfANCE ...O RWAND'"

To : DIChief q[ Stajf 1 Operations

From: XOlonel Diarra, ~~T.
4 CJVPOL Commissioner

Date: 31110195

Ref' CJVPOLIMEMOl938195

Subject: CJVPOL Sitrep from 18:00-30110 to 18:00-31110195

1. UNAMJR CJVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of ClVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMJR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported asfollows :

3.1 PMT - GJTARAMA PREFECTURE Sector 1 B 1 Theme: Banditry

The team conducted patrols ofKIGOMA and KAYENZJ Communes and reported rising
crime wave particularly those of armed robbery and stealing. Continuing the report
further stated that the Gendarmerie and RPA have stepped up patrol activities in the
Communes with a view to arresting the menace of bandits.
In a related development, the team reported a robbery incident at RUHANGO Health
Center in TAMBWE Commune on 29.10.1995, wherefive armed men in military unifonns
attacked the centre and made away with sum of150,000 FRW,three cassette Radios, one
Camera, and one record player.
The nursing sister in charge of the centre said the crime was organized because the
bandits who threatened to kill her ([she refuses to part with the money stolen, struck no
sooner JCRC released money for workers emolument. Gendarmerie is investigating.
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3.2 PMT - GIKONGORO PREFECTURE Sector 3 A f Theme: Prison

The team reponed that MUBUGA Commune prison situation and the living conditions of
the 82 inmates detained there in, could not be ascenainedfollowing its denial ofaccess
into the makeshift prison by local civilian and military authorities.
In a related development, the team also reponed incidence ofarbitrary arrests of locals
suspected of genocide by RPA in MUBUGA AND RAMARA Communes.
Human Rights and ICRC informed.

3.3 PMT - CYANGUGU PREFECTURE Sector 4 f Theme: Stealing

The team reponed that on 29.10.1995 at about 0200 hours, unknown persons broke into
the offices of ICRC in KAMEMBE and caned away a number of office equipment
including one computer-screen, one processor, one printer, one keyboar.d, one batteryand
one UPS stabilizer. The Gendarmerie is investigating the incident.

3.4 PMT - GISENYI PREFECTURE Sector 5 B I Theme: Human Rights Abuses

The team reponed that inmates ofRAMBA Commune prison are occasionally subjected
to unending tonure by the RPA. This situation accordinf.{ to the team. has been reponed
to Human Rights officials in Gisenyi.
In another development, the team also reported that sporadic shooting was heard around
noon in Gisenyi town on 30.10.1995.
The RPA liaison officer when contacted said it was a routine weapons test exercise.

4. TRAINING

The Training ojGendannes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



To:

From:

UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCI! MISSION fOR RWANDA

1INAMm. -IIINUAIl

DIChief ofStaff1 orerations _

Colonel Diarra, fv.-l/fj;.~4
CIVPOL Commissioner

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCI! AU RWANDA

Date: 30110195

Ref" CIVPOLlMEMOl935195

Subject: CNPOL Sitrep from 18:00-29110 to 18:00-30110195

1. UNAMIR ClVPOL H(J. continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of ClVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2, The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR ClVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows:

3.1 PMT - G1SENYl PREFECTURE: Theme: Civil Defense Groups

The team reported that local military authorities in Gisenyi have enjoined locals in the
prefecture to constitute civil defense groups to complement RPA security patrols. The RPA
Commander who disclosed this to ClVPOL, said the measure became necessary in view
of the increase in insurgent activities in the prefecture.

3.2 PMT - KIEUYE PREFECTURE: Theme: Awareness Lecture

The team reported that explosives and incendiary devices awareness lecture was held in
Kibuye on 30110195 under the auspices of UNAMJR Force Engineers.
Local civilian and military authorities including representatives of UNAMJR, UN
agencies, NGOs and JCRC were in attendance.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendannes by UNAM1R CNPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards,



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

TO:

UNAMIR - M1NUAR

H.E.M.ShaharyarK~
SRSG

FROM: I C.O. Diarr~ ~
CIVPOL Commissioner

INFO: H.R.

DATE: 30110195

REF: CIVPO~/MEMOI933195

SUBJECT: Weekly sitrep from 21/10/95 to 29/10/95

1. General Security on UNAMIR Workers and Its Components.

No adverse reports received.

2. ReconciliationlRehabilitation
N.T.R

a. Requests by CIVPOL Authorities
N.T.R

3. ClVPOL Monitoring Activities

3.1. Gitarama Prefecture (Humanitarian).
The team patrolled Nyakabanda commune and reported thatfonytwo genocide detainees

are in dire need offood, despite World Food Programme delivery offlour and beans to the
commune last week. It was discovered that the delivered food did not reach the needy and
therefore an appeal has been made on UNAMIR to monitor the sharing offood otherwise all
efforts made by donors will be meaningless.

3.2. Butare Prefecture (Arrest).
The Team patrolled Rusatira Commune and reported that the Commune Bourgmestre

who had misappropriatedpublicfunds (undisclosed amount) was arrested by the Gendarmerie
and is under questioning.

3.3. Ruhengeri Prefecture. (Training)

The public prosecutor of the prefecture has made an appeal to UNAMIR authorities
to consider the inclusion ofrefresher course for the Gendarmes in its Training Programme.
He further stated that the action would promote professionalism and efficiency amongst the
officers.
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3.4. Kibuye Prefecture (Human Rights Abuses)

The locals of Gisovu Commune have complained to the observers that they have
become the victims of deliberate ethnic cleancing by R. P.A. The population of Gisovu is
HUTU. The reponers stated that most ofthe men have been arrested with fake charges and
taken to prison but the Ulifonunate are taken into the forest where they are tonured and lastly
killed. The latest victim was that alocal in the commune who disagreed with the R.P.A 's
belief that UNAMIR is just here to save its face as it had failed to solve the Somalia and
Bosnia Sagga. The local was publicly arrested and shot in the leg,he was later beaten to
death and his relatives made to burry him immediately. Most men ofthiscommune live in the
bush and only to be joined at night by their wives and children for fear of R. P.A 's
harrasment. Beside the above, the properties of locals who are not found at their homes are
confiscated and if a family member is found, he/she is subjected to torture. An appeal to
UNAMIR's intervention has been called for. Human Rights Informed.

3.5. Gisenyi Prefecture (Kidnapping)

In Rwerere commune, the councillor for Busumba Sector and two other locals were
on 7/10/95 kidnapped by Interahamwe for failing to pay 50,000 FRW. The trio were seen in

. Kisumba Refugee camp in zaire. UNHCR Informed.

3.6. Kigali Prefecture (Crime)

The Brigade commander ofMuhima Gendarmerie disclosed the rampage ofcrime wave
in Kigali. His officers are aware ofthe presence ofcriminals and their menace. He said the
lack of vehicles has hampered the anticrime patrols. He has appealed to UNAMIR to assist
to enable them contain the situation.

3.7. Gitarama Prefecture (Arrests)

In Murama Communefive locals were on 18/10/95 arrestedforallegedly taking pan
in last year's Genocide. They were detained in dungeons which have no ventilation system.
Human Rights in formed. The Team also patrolled Kigoma Commune where they fond that
three local school teachers were arrested for inciting locals to insurrect against the present
Government.

3.8. Gisenyi Prefecture (Insurgence)

It is reponed that there is an increase of insurgent acttvUles in Rwerere,
MUTURA,RUBAVU,NYAMYUMBA,and KAYOVE Communes by the Militia and FRGF.

3.9. Cyangugu Prefecture (Human Rights Abuses)

The Team repons that the events of the past few months have indicated that the
human rights situation have been abused by indescriminate tonure,detentions and arbitrary
arrests by the R. P.A. The locals have appealed to UNAMIR to send in officers of UNHCR
and ICRC to monitor the situation since their presence has a greater impact on the R.P.A.
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On the other hand a 16 year old girl who works on a farm in Kamembe Commune, stepped
on land mine there by severing her right leg. She is attending treatment at Cyangugu
Hospital.

3.10. Gisenyi Prefecture (Insurgence)

Patrols were made in Kawama and Ruhavu Communes where they found a house
to house search by the R. P.A. Eleven hand grenades and scores ofammunition were found
in some of the locals' homes and are under questioning. This occurred on 24110195.

3.11. Cyangugu Prrifecture (Insurgence)

On 25th October 1995 one local was killed whilst two others were seriously
wounded. The trio was guarding an electric pylon some eight kilometers from Cyangugu
town. A hand grenade was used by the FRGF. The two wounded men are receiving treatment
at Chihundwe hospital in Kamembe Commune of Cyangugu.

Gendarme Request The teamfurther reported to have visited the Gendarmerie Brigade HIQrs
where they were briefed that the Gendarmerie have an acute problem of logistics to enable

. them perform their duties effectively. An appeal has been made to UNAMIR for assistance.
At the same time the prefect of Cyangugu had made an appeal ofassistance from UNAMIR
in form ofoffice equipment, furniture and stationeries for his office.

3.12 Gisenyi Prefecture (Insurgence)

On 25110195 the Assistant Bourgmestre of Ramba Commune disclosed that on
22110195 a local had at 2300hrs seen some people digging on the road and plant something
which he could not identify. He immediately iriformed the R.P.A at Ngororero who on
23110195found that anti tank mine was planted. It was later detonated. This occurred along
Kibilira and Ngororero road.

Arbitrany Arrest.

Mr Elie Biryurame the Kanama councillor is still under detention with no charges preferred
against him. Efforts by CIVPOL and H.R. to have him released have proved futile and hence
an appeal for the intervention of the higher authority.

Prison Conditions

The Director ofGisenyi Central prison iriformed the team that his prison is full and
cannot accept any further detainees. He further stated that he had informed the higher
authonties in Kigali over the same issue but was iriformed that more detainees would be
taken to his prison in few weeks to come. The prison is now accommodating 1332 Inmates.

4. Training

The training of Gendarmes at the National Training Centre in Ruhengeri is still in
progress.
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5. MANPOWER

Total strength = 85
CTO = 2
Leave = 2
Sickness = NIL

6. LOGISTICS

a. Mlvehicles - NTR
b. Radios - NTR
C. Other Equipment - NTR
d. Requests from CPMTs -NTR

7. MISCEllANEOUS N. T.R

8. GENERAL ACCESSMENT

The Security Situation in the country is under control thmtgh there are acts
incursions and Sabotage in Gisenyi, Kibuye, CyangugJl 4n4 I,Whengeri areas by the
Interahamwe and FRGFs.

9. Best Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSIS1"ANCIl UISSION POll. RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUIl. L'ASSISfANCll AU RWANDA

To:

From;;-

DIChiefof Staff 1 ope.ratio~

Colonel Diarra. Q,~~~ :At. AI
ClVPOL Commission~ ~

Date: 29110195 '

Ref' CIVPOLIMEMOl929195

Subject: ClVPOL Sitren from 18:00-28110 to 18:00-29/10/95.... ~ .

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL H~ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows :

3.1 PMT - RUHENGERI PREFECTURE

The team conducted patrols of KARAGO and NYAKINAMA Communes and reponed
increase in incidence ofanned robbery in the prefecture. Continuing, the repon junher
stated that one local on GISHWATI Sector of KARAGO Commune was killed and four
others seriously injured on 24.10.1995 from a grenade thrown into their house while
resisting armed bandits.
One ~f the bandits was however arrested by neighbours who came to the aid of the
victims.
Gendarmerie in Ruhengeri is investigating the incident.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendarmes by UNAM/R CIVPOL Observers at the National Gendarmerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISJ'ANCIl MISSION I'OR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCIl AU RWANDA

To : DIChiejof Staff I Operations Date: 28110195

From: kolonel Diarra. OIJ&~$.Hf CIVPOL Commissioner Rep CIVPOLlMEMOl928195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from /8:00-26110 to 18:00-2711019!j

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows :

3.1 PMT - KIBUYE PREFECTURE Theme: Prison

The team conducted patrols of MWENDO Commune and reported the presence of 14
locals all male in the Commune makeshift prison. The report further stated that all the
genocide detainees were arrested in the month of August 1995.
Human Rights and ICRC informed.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendannes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANce MISSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POOIlI,'ASSISTANce AU RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChief of Staff 1 Operations

Colonel Diarra•.f./-IJJii?~
ClVPOL Commissioner

Date: 27110195

ReI CIVPOLIMEMOl925195

Subject: ClVPOL Sitrep/rom 18:00-26/10 to 18:00-27/10195

..
.~4' 1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CIVPOL

Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows:

3.1 PMT - KlBUYE PREFECTURE Theme: Arrests

The team conducted patrols of GISOVU Commune and reported continued incidence of
arbitrary arrests of locals by RPA. In a four bedroom house used as detention centre,
were 101 suspects all male arrestedfor genocide between August and October, 1995.
Continuing the report further stated that the latest arrest of 28 persons took place on
13.10.1995.
The suspects who retreated their innocence during CIVPOL visit, appealed for quick
dispensation ofjustice. Human Rights informed.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendarmes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National Gendarmerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCI! MISSION "OR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR ':ASSISTANCIl AU RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChief (?l Stafl 1 9/erations )d Jl \ _.
Colonel Diarra.t~'1~
C1VPOL commiJio:~

Date: 26110195

Ref: CIVPOLIMEMOIYI6195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from 18:00-251/0 to J8:()()'26110/95

J. UNAMIR CNPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefatures continued patrols and monitoring
in A OR and reported as follows :

3.1 PMT - GYANGUGU PREFECTURE Theme: Murder

The team conducted patrols (?f GISHOMA Commune and reported that four locals were
killed while another was seriously injured on 25.10.1995 at about 2000 hours, some 22
km from Cyangugu. The report further stated that the victims include the IPl l?f
GISHOMA and one. who was to be wedded on 26./0.1995. Continuing. a 10 year old
eyewitness intimated CIVPOL team that the a..'lsassins now at large were in military
un(!orms. one l?l which visited the IPl a day before the incident on account l?l the
marriage and that he will be able to identity subject ({seen. The victims who ru'dved gun
shots in the head. chest and back are all Hutus.
Gendarmerie and Human Rights assisted by CIVPOL have commenced scrupulous
investigations the repon concluded.

3.2 PMT - GISENYI PREFECTURE Theme: Prison

The team visited Gisenyi, central prison and reponed the general situation to be
appreciable. However the Director (?fthe institution who gave the number l?fthe detainees
a..'l 1470. is reponed to have decried attempts by higher authorities to tran.~!er more
detainees from other congested centers to the penitentiary which has attained its capacity.
Expatiating .fitrther the director opined that more tran.~!er will exacerbate critical
conditions for detainees who are still waiting to be tried. This observation according to
the director is inview l?f UNAMIR nexuses to the issue of Rwanda prisons.
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3.3 PMT - BUTARE PREFECWRE Theme: Arrests

The team conducted patrols Ql K/GEMBE Commune and reponed incidence Qlarbitrary
arrests of locals suspected of genocide almost on a daily basis. This development
according to the repon has resulted in a sharp decrea'le in the number Qfreturnees to the
Commune. Continuing the teamfitrther reponed that 35 of the 96 genocide suspects in
the Commune prison were trans.fered hetween 22 and 25 th octoher 1995 to NYARZA
prison facility with the assistance of UNAMIR.

3.4 PMT - KIGALI PREFECTURE Theme: Rehabilitation

The team conducted patrols of KANOMBE Commune and reponed that the Bourgmestre
during a call on him, appealed to UNAMIR to assist the Commune in the resettlement Ql
squatting returnees panicularly those Ql1959, through the provision Qfhuilding materials
for the reconstruction of buildings damaged during the war.
Expatiating further the Bourgmestre disclosed that the problem which has heen brought
to the attention Ql the state ministry Qf Social integration and Rehabilitation appears to
be in the limbo.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendarmes hy UNAMIR CIVPOL Ohservers at the National Gendarmerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCilIOSSION FOIl RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POORL'ASSISTANCil AU RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChief of Staff I Operations

Colonel Dlarra.~~
ClVPOL Commissioner

Date: 25110195

Ref: CIVPOLIMEMOl916195

Subject: CIVPOL SitreD from 18:00-24/10 to 18:00-25/10195
.... .... .

1.
• 4If

UNAMIR ClVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures,

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported asfollows :

3.1 PMT - GYANGUGU PREFECTURE Theme: Insurgent Activities I Gendarmerie ..

The team reported that one local was killed while two others were seriously injured on
25.10.1995 following a grenade attack on them by FRGF elements.
The report fUrther revealed that the victims were arrested by FRGF elements where they
were guarding an electric pylon, some 8 kilometres from Cyangugu following incessant
destruction ofelectricpylons through bombs in the area by persons suspected to be FRGF
elements. The injured are now receiving treatment at GlHUNDWE hospital in
KAMEMBE, Cyangugu.
In another development, the team after a working visit to Gendannerie Brigade HQ's
reported that the police outfit in Cyangugu lacks the necessary means for effective
peifonnance ofits tasks.
Continuing the report further stated that the Brigade Commander who expressed high
appreciation for UNAMIR efforts in improving their manpower situation, also appealed
for logistics which dearth according to the commander, is hampering police services in
the area, The prefect of Cyangugu has also appealed to UNAMIR authorities through
CIVPOL to assist in the provision ofsome office equipment, furniture and stationeriesfor
his office,
The absence of these requirements is qffecting the smooth running of his office, he
concluded.
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3.2 PMT - GISENYI PREFECTIJRE Theme: RPA

The team conducted patrols ofKAWAMA and RUBAVU Communes and reported that a
house to house search was conducted by RPA on 24.10.1995 following reports ofanns
flow into the Commune.
Continuing, the team reported further stated that 1J hand grenades and Scores of
ammunition were recovered from some locals who are now undergoing interrogations.

3.3 PMT - GITARAMA PREFECTIJRE Theme: Prison

The team conductedpatrols ofNYAMABUYE Commune and. reported the presence of143
detainees in the Commune penitentiary, while food is reported to be the main problem
facing the institution JVJw. ICRC infonned.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendannes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National·Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS e
ASSISI'ANCI! MISSJON POR RWAND'"

To : DIChiefofStaff 1 Operatia

1
From:I Colonel Diarra,

CIVPOL Commissioner

NATIONS UNIES
MIllSION POOR L'ASSlnANCI! AO RWANDA

Date: 23110195

ReI CIVPOLlMEMOl914195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrepfrom 18:00-22110 to 18:00-23110195

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of ClVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows:

3.1 PMT - KIGALI PREFECIVRETheme : Security information

The team reported that the Brigade Commander of Muhima Gendarmerie Brigade in
Kigali has disclosed rising crime wave, particularly the offences of armed robbery and
stealing.
The National Gendarmerie according to the Brigade Commaruler, is aware ofthe menace
of the underworld men in Kigali and therefore appeals to UNAMIR authorities to assist
in the area of transportaJion to enhance their anti-crime paJrols. Continuing, the
Commander advised residents of Kigali to be security conscious by observing basic
security hints and to ensure proper illumination of their premises at night.

3.2 PMT - GITARAMA PREFECFURE Theme: Arrest

The team conducted patrols ofMurama commune and reported the arrest of5 locals on
18110/95 for alleged involvement in last year's genocide, while 197 others are crammed
in dungeons with little or no ventilation. Human Rights informed.
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3.3 PMT - CYANGUGU PREFECTURE Theme: Human Rights Abuses

The team reported that events of the past few months have indicated that human rights
situation in the prefecture. is characterised by arbitrary arrests. indefinite detention.
toltUre and even reprisal killings by RPA. .
It therefore appeals to UNAMIR. UNHCHR and ICRC authorities to intervene ifpossible
by mere presence and visibility of its personnel. as this will have far-reaching positive
effect in the prefecture. especially as a deterrent against human rights. which according
to the team is being violated in the most atrocious manner.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendannes by UNAMIR ClVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Rt£,hengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.
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UNITED NATIONS
o\SSlSTANCP. MISSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L"o\SSISTANeJ; AD RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChief of Staff I Operations

Colonel Diarra,~~
CJVPOL Commissioner

Date : 20110195

Ref' C/VPOLIMEMOI907195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from 18:()()...191l0 to 18:()()...201l0195

1. UNAMIR CJVPOL HQ.,continued coordination and monitoring of activities of C/VPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAM/R CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued paJrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

3.1 PMT - GlTARAMA PREFECTU.RE Theme: Human Rights Abuses.

The team conducted patrols of Nyakabanda Commune and reponed that the jorry two
genocide suspects detained in the Commune are in dire need offood. despite World Food
Programme consignment of.flour and beans received by the Commune last week. Some
locals in the commune, averred that most Humanitarian Aid to communes and .sectors do
not get to the supposed beneficiaries but are utilized by those not intended. The locaLs
therefore appealed to UNAMIR and other humanitarian aid agencies to fashion out a
system oftaking pan in the disposition ofreliefs. otherwise the whole essence ofthe aid
would have been defeated. JCRC i~formed.

3.2 PMT - BUTARE PREFECTURE : Theme: Arrest

The team conducted patrols of Rusatira Commune and reponed the arrest of the
Commune Bourgmestre for misappropriation ofpublic funds. He is presently undergoing
interrogations at Ngoma Gendarmerie Brigade in Butare.
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3.3 PMT - RUHENGERI PREFECTURE. Theme: Gendannerie

The team reported that the Ruhengeri Public Prosecutor has appealed to UNAMIR
authorities to consider the inclusion ofa Refresher Course for gendannes in its training
programme. This according to the prosecutor will increase professionalism and equip
gendarmes to deal appropriately with the contemporary demands of their duties.

3.4 PMT - KIBUYE PREFECTURE : Theme: Human Rights Abuses

The team reported that locals in Gisovu Commune are the latest victims ofwhat some of
them call deliberate ethnic cleansing of the Hutu community in Kibuye Prefecture, by
RPA. Most men in the commune according to the report, have been arrested while a
number of them are taken into the forest and tortured until they seize breath.

On 17/10/95, the latest victim was a local who disagreed with claims that UNAMIR is
'"merely hanging on in Rwanda to avoid an embarrassing admission offailure as in the

cases ofSomalia and Bosnia was arrested and publicly shot in the leg after which he was
brutally beaten to death. Continuing, the team reported that most male adults are now
in the forest while their women and children who keep their homes during the day join
them in the night to avoid being beaten during arrest.

Aside these arrests and killings, properties of locals not found when effecting the arrest
are confiscated while their families are subjected to painful ordeals for screening the
alleged genocide offenders.

The locals have therefore appealed to UNAMIR authoritiesfor quick intervention and save
them the traumtl of having to live a horrible life indefinitely. Human Rights informed.

3.5 PMT - GISENYI : Theme : Kidnapping

The team conducted patrols of Rwerere Commune and reported that the counsellor of
Busumba sector and two other locals have been kidnapped since 7/10/95 by some persons
suspected to be Interahamwe,following the fonner's inability to meet the latter's demtlnd
of500,000 FRW.
The whereabout ofthe victims is still not known, but unconJimzed sources said they were
sighted in Kimumba refUgees camp in ZLUre.
The RPA Commander and the Gendamzerie in Gisenyi have in this connection solicited
the assistance of UNHCR and UNAMIR authorities, regards their possible repatriation.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendamzes by UNAMIR ClVPOL Observers at the National Gendamzerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCIl MISSION (lOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POOR L'ASSISTANCIl AO RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChiefofStaff 1 Operations

Colonel Diarra.~1?1
CIVPOL Commissioner

Date: 19110195

Re/' CIVPOLIMEMOI903195

Subject: ClVPOL Sitrep from J8:00-17110 to 18:00-J8110195

L' I,
4"- -

•UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm,

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported asfollows :

3.1 PMT - GJKONGORO PREFEc;ruRE Theme: Human Rights Abuses.

The team conducted patrols of KARAMA Commune and reported instances oftorture of
genocide inmates detained in the Commune makeshift prison by RPA personnel. In a
related development the teamfurther reported that.fourteen genocide suspects in Rukondo
Commune are Crammed into a one room makeshift prison without windows for
ventilation. while their counterparts in MUSEBEYA Commune are fed once, every other
day. This situation which has reduced most of the inmates to moving corpses, is
attributed to RPA habit of confiscating food items met for the inmates.
Ruman Rights and JCRC informed.
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3.2 PMT - CYANGUGU PREFECFURE

Theme: Human Rights abuses and identification Parade.

The te.am reported that three Local genocide suspects who bagged death sentences
following the determination of their cases by Tribunal de Premiere Instance sitting in
Cyangugu were not given any legal defence services or fair trial.
Continuing the team further stated that the tribunal in having a number of such penal
cases in its calender and therfore calion UNAMIR authorities to impress on Rwanda
judiciary, of the need to respect the rule of law and ensure expedient criminal
jurisprudence in the administration of Criminal Justice in Rwanda.

In a related development. the team reported that local Police authorities in CYANGUGU
have concluded plans to parade genocide suspects before an orchestrated Communal
gathering. with a view to identifYing or assemblying more evidence against the suspects.
The first phase of the exercice is scheduled to take pillce in Kimbogo , Gishoma,
Nyakabuye and Gisutha Communes. while the second phase will be in Karengera and

...... - Kamembe Communes.

This development the team further reported is infonned by the need to compile dossiers
ofdetainees in Rwanda Prisons and detention centers in preparation for th,e dispensation
of Justice of those fingered in last year's genocide. The issue of those who committed
genocide thoughfar-fetched should be handled with utmost caution andfinesse when they
emanate so that innocent Rwandans are not implicated against the backdrop of other
dimentions of the Rwanda conflict, the team concluded. Human Rights informed.

3.3 PMT KlBUYE PREFECTURE. Theme: Funeral

The team conducted patrols ofGITESI Commune and reported that a government party
led by an army Colonel arrived KlBUYEfrom KIGALI on 17/10/95 to convey the remains
of the five RPA soldiers who lost their lives in the skirmish that took pillce between RPA
and EXFAR elements at BWlZA sector ofRUTSIRO Commune on 13/10/95for burial in
REBERO burial ground in Kigali on 20/10/95 after a requiem mass.
The Colonel was quoted as saying during the handing over ofthe bodies. that more RPA
personnel will soon be deployed to the area inview of the incessant probing attacks by
EXFAR insurgents. A dusk to dawn cuifew has also been imposed on the Commune.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendamles by UNAMIR ClVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCH MISSION FOIl RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POOR L'ASSISTANCH AU RWANDA

To : DIChief of Staff I Operations

From : le%net Diarra. f) fJ N ¥'¥r.
ClVPOL commissio'iz//'1J~r .

Date: 18110/95

Ref: ClVPOLIMEMOI901195

Subject: ClVPOL SitrepJrom 18:00-17110 to 18:00-18110195..

1. UNAMIR ClVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of ClVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR ClVPOL Observer Teamv in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in A OR and reported as follows :

3.1 PMT - KIGALI PREFECTURE Theme: Human Rights abuses

The team conducted patroLf ofRUTONGO Commune and reported the presence of 65
locals detained in a makeshift prison for alleged involvement in 1994 genocide. The
detainees the report further stated, are in dire need offood and medical attention.
On the issue of records and dossiers ofdetainees, the assistance Bourgmestre declined
comment.
Human Rights and ICRC informed.

3.2 PMT - GITARAMA PREFECTURE Theme: Prison

The team conducted patrols of MAKANGO Commune and reported that a total of 224
persons including 9 woman and a 2 year old child are detained in an abandoned building
for alleged complicity in last year's genocide, continuing the teamfurther stated that most
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ofthe suspects crammed into the makeshiftprison are now sick ofdysentery and theirfeet
not from gangrene. The RPA Platoon Commander in the Commune appeals to UNAMIR
authorities to assist in the provision of medical services for the suspects.

3.3 PMT- GIKONGORO PREFECTURE Theme: Gendannerie

The team after a working visit to Gikongoro Gendannerie Brigade reported that the
Brigade lacks the capacity and means to respond to distress calls inview of the poor
personnel and logistic situation.
The Brigade Commander who was happy for the visit, used the occasion as a plat/onn

. to launch his appeal for complimentary assistance from UNAMIR in tenns oftraining of
more personnel and the provision of police equipment and modem communications
facilities. Criminal phenomenon can only be combated by a force properly equipped he
concluded.

. 3.4 PMT - RUHENGERI PREFECTURE Theme: Human Rights abuses

The team conducted patrols qf KIYOMBE Commune and reported the detention of 40
persons living in appalling conditions in the Ruhengeri Gendannerie Brigade cell for
offences ranging from genocide to stealing.
Human Rights infonned.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendannes by UNAMIR CJVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES
ASSISI'ANCB MISSION FOR RWANDA MISSION POOR L'ASSISrANCE All RWANDA

To:

From:

Subject:

DIChiefofStaff 1 Operations Date: 16110195

Colonel Diarra, \--~(L
CNPOL Commissioner V ~ , Ref' CIVPOLlMEMOI890195

CIVPOL Sitrep/rom 18:00-15110 to 18:00-1611019~

2.

3.

4.

4.1

'"UNAMIR CNPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CNPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

MALIAN ClVPOL Observer, Lt. ALMAHAMOUD SIDIBE was repatriated to his home
country on 13. October 1995 on completion ofhis tour ofduty with UNAMIR.

UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows ':

PMT - GISENYI PREFECTURE

The team visitedKlBILIRA Commune detention centre andfound 62 locals detained. Most
of them are suspected to have participated in last year's genocide. Some ofthe inmates
complained having been detained for six months without knowing their offences. Human
Rights informed.
In another incident locals of the Commune have complained ofarbitrary arrest by RPA
in recent times.

4.2 PMT - BUTARE PREFECTURE

ClVPOL Team visited the Bourgmestre ofNDORA Commune and was informed that the
50 detainees in the Commune cell are being fed by relatives.
The Bourgmestre disclosedfunher that the living conditions ofthe inmates is pathetic and
requires decongestion.
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5. TRAINING

The Training ofGendannes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress. '

6. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASS1STANCH MISSION I'OR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASS1STANCH AU RWANDA

To: DIChief ofStaff 1 Operations Date: 17110195

From: ~
-

Colonel Diarra,· .
ClVPOL CommiSSioner1r Ref' CIVPOLIMEMOl894195

Subject:

......
ClVPOL Sitrep from 18:00-16/10 to 18:00-17110195

.r

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of ClVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR ClVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued paJmls and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows:

3.1 PMT - RUHENGERI PREFECFURE

ClVPOL Team visited the Ruhengeri Central Prisons and reported that a total of 117
soldiers who served with FRGF were added up from GISENYI to the already swollen
number of detainees on 16. October 1995 for unknown reasons.
The team further disclosed that the conditions ofthe 117 detainees who are mostly Hutu
and Twa ethnics callfor urgent medical attention as most ofthem appeared to have been
tortured.
The same team reported that a local employee with the Word Vision International at
Ruhengeri has been arrested by RPA and detained at the Gendarmerie BrigadelRuhengeri
for taking part in last year's genocide. Human Rights to be informed.

3.2 PMT - KlBUYE PREFECIVRE

The team conductedpatrols to ROKOKU Sector in KIVUMU Commune and was informed
lJy the Councillor for the area that the locals in the sector live in fear ofbeing tortured
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or a"ested by RPA. He junher revealed that a number of locals have gone into hiding
in the MUKURAforest due to the presence ofRPA soldiers in the area since 16. October
1995 to launch an operation in which 5 locals have been arrested a1Jd detained at
MWAMBURA Prison for their complicity in genocide crimes.

3.3 PMT - GISENYl PREFECTURE

CIVPOL Team reponed that Human Rights vehicle with registration number UNAMIR
1915 H.R. which was impounded by Gisenyi Gendannerie Brigade about a week ago for

. involving in an accident with a local commercial vehicle has been released to Human
Rights following the timely intervention of the team.
However, the spare tyre and tools were missing from the vehicle at the time ofits release.
Investigation in progress.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendannes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISI"ANCBIOSSION IlOII RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION I'OUIl L'ASSISI'ANCE AU RWANDA

To:
~

From:

Subject:

DICkiejojStaff I Operations Date: 15110195

Colonel Diarra. J, c:::.--::> 'S:> ~
CIVPOL Commissione1f)~ Ref' ClVPOLIMEMOl887195

CNPOL Sitrep from 18:00-14110 to 18:00-15110195

~ J, UNAMIR ClVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ojactivities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CNPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported asfollows :

3.1 PMT - ](JBUYE PREFECTURE

Based on reports ojincessant harassment and arbitrary arrests ojlocals in KlBUMBWE
Sector oj GISOVU commune on 14 October 1995 by RPA. CIVPOL Team conducted
patrols in the area. Locals confirmed the story and appealed to UNAMIR authorities to
help find a solution to the problem. Hunum Rights to be informed,

4. TRAINING

The Training ojGendarmes by UNAMIR CNPOL Observers at the National Gendamzerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCIlMISSION POll RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L'ASSISTANCIl AU RWANDA

To: h

From:

Subject:

DIChiefof Staff 1 Operations Date: 14/10195

Colonel Diarra. '\...-~
CIVPOL Commissioner !J q . Ref' ClVPOLIMEMO/886195

CIVPOL SitreD from 18:00-13/10 to 18:00-14110195
" </0

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordifl!ltion and monitoring of activities of CJVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR ClVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows :

3.1 PMT - KIBUYE PREFEClVRE

Civpol Team went on Heli patrols at BWlZA Sector in RUTSICO Commune on 13.
october 1995.
On arrival. an RPA soldier rushed to inform them that there was an infiltration of
Interahamwe into the area on that morning which resulted in exchange of.fire between
the i1ifiltrators and RPA. Consequently, one RPA soldier was reported killed. The
situation is closely monitored by the team.

3.2 PMT - GIKONGORO PREFECTURE

Reported ofhaving wimessed the taking ofoffice ofthe new Bourgmestre ofRUKONDO
Commune during their rounds to the area.
In attendance were Military and Gendannerie officers among others. There was no un
usual occurrence. The same team reported that the conditions of 1.138 detainees in
Gikongoro prison whom most are connected with genocide crimes require urgent medical
attention. .
About 60 ofthem are reported to have been affected with foot rot disease due to lack of
space and sanitary conditions. Human Rights to be informed.
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5. TRAINING

The Training ojGendannes by UNAMIR ClVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

6. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
AlISISTANCIl MISSION POll RWANDA

NATIONS UNI;ES
MISSION POOR L'ASSISTANCIl AU RWANDA

To: .

From:

D/ChiqofStaff/OperoJions)R!W

Colonel Diarra, A ~~(d
CIVPOL Commissioner

Date: 13110/95

Ref' CIVPOL/MEMO/884/95

Subject: CIVPOL SitreR./rom 18:00-12110 to 18:00-13110/95

1. UNAMlR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CIVPQL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

3.1 PMT - BUTARE PREFECTURE

CIVPOL Team conductedparrols to HUYE Commune and was briefed by the Bourgmestre
that 90 % out of 250 locals detained in the Commune prison facility have been accused
of taking pan in last year's genocide.
He funher disclosed that feeding ofthe prisoners is one ofthe major problem,; facing his
administration. He also said the prison. is overcrowded and needs to be decongested.
Human Rights to be informed.

3.2 PMT - RUHENGERI PREFECTURE

Visited the Bourgmestre ofNKULI Commune who disclosed that about 1,600 returnees
have arrived in the Commune from zaire to be re-settled. However, some ofthe returnees
have got their houses occupiedby the 1959-60 group ofreturnees. Effons are being made
by local authorities to resolve the issue.
In another development the team gathered that 15 detainees in the Commune cell who
have been accused ofpanicipaling in the genocide are being fed by relatives.
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3.3 PMT - KIBUYE PREFECTURE

ClVPOL Team patrolled BWIKIRA Commune and held discussions with the Headmaster
ofthe EPK (Private) Secondary School. The Headmaster injonned the team that there are
61 orphans in the school who are faced with financial problems to settle their fees.
He used the opportunity to appeal to humanitarian agencies to come to their aid.

5. ,TRAINING

The Training ofGendannes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National Gendarmerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

6. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTAMCI! IOSSION POll RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POOR L'ASSISTANCH AU RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChiefofSu;tt!0perations ..,

Colonel Di:J::t,-J//J2qCvl
CIVPOL Commissioner

Date: 12110195

Ref' ClVPOLIMEMOl881195

Subject: ClVPOL SilreD from 18:00-11110 to 18:00-12/10195_ 0

.' i.

2.

UNAMIR ClVPOL H(J continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures,
The security situation in the country conti!lues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR ClVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows:

3.1 PMT - GISENYI PREFECTURE

CIVPOL Team reponed that Human Rights Field Operations has organised a one day
course on promotion and education at KANAMA Commune for local authorities in the
Commune. The course is aimed dt providing a climate ofconfidence and trust to the local
authorities.
Some of the participants on course were: Sub-Prefects, Bourgmestres, Counsellors, and
Military I Police officers drawn from the area.

3.2 PMT - KIBUYE PREFECTURE

CIVPOL Team conducted patrols to MWENDO Commune and reponed that 02 local
teachers ofMWENDO Primary School have been arrested by RPAforparticipating in last
year's genocide.
They are detained at MWENDO Commune cell. Human Rights to be infonned.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendilnnes by UNAMIR ClVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCE MISSION FOR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POOR L"ASSISTANCE AU RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChie! ofStaff/01e~a~ .,

Colonel Diarra,~;ju
CIVPOL Commissioner

Date : 11/l0195

Ref" ClVPOLlMEMOl875195

Subject: ClVPOL SilreD from J8:00-101J0 to J8:00-JJIJ0195.

1. UNAMIR ClVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR ClVPOL Observer Team~ in the Prefectures continued paJrols'and monitoring
in AOR and reported asfollows :

3.1 PMT - [(JBUYE PREFECTURE

Reported that the prefect ofKibuye addressed Civil Servants ofMABANZA Commune on
6. October 1995 about the ability ofthe Rwandan Government to pay them high salaries.
He blamed the situaJion on UNAMIR for not supplying them with their demands.
In a related development the same team conducted patrols to GISOVU Commune and was
informed by the Bourgmestre ofthe Commune that his appeal to UNAMIR through Milobs
for supply ofagricultural implements and seeds have not been met. In view ofthis, locals
in the area have been directed by his office not to disclose any information to UNAMIR
until their demands are met.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendarmes by UNAMIR ClVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School aJ Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCI! MISSION FOIl RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POOR J:ASSJSTANCI! AU RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChief ofStaff ererations

Colonel Diarra.-f/.AIIi?#
CNPOL Commissioner

Date: 10110195

Ref' CIVPOLIMEMOI868195

Subject: CNPOL Sitrep from 18:00-09110 to 18:00-10110195

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CNPOL Observer Team'! in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows:

3.1 PMT - GITARAMA PREFECTURE

CIVPOL team conducted patrols to NYABlKENKE Commune prison and reported that 89
inmates ofwhom most have been accused oftaking part in last year's genocide live under
poor sanitary conditions a'i a result of overcrowdiness in the prison. Human Rights
informed.

3.2 PMT - RUHENGERI PREFECFURE

CIVPOL team visited the Ruhengeri central prison and wa'! informed by the Director of
Prisons that there are 1.488 inmates in the prison including 25 females who are detained
for various offences including genocide.
The director disclosed further that his office ha'i been able to obtain records on 1.000
inmates out of the total number.
On a question about the conditions in the prison, the Director confirmed that the living
conditions is pathetic and requires decongestion to avoid increa'ie in death rate.
Meanwhile it was reported that 5 ofthe inmates died during the month ofSeptember 1995
as a result of illness. Human Rights informed.
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3.3 PMT- GIKONGORO PREFECTURE

Visited the Bourgmestre ofKIVU Commune who infonned that his office is.making effons
to hold meetings ()n reconciliation and rehabilitation with locals in the commune in order
to resettle returnees in the commune.

4. TRAINING

. The Training ofGendannes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSIS1'AHCI! MISSION FOR IlWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION PO{JR L'ASSISTANCI! AU RWAND'A

To:

From:

DIChiefofStaff Operations

Colonel Diarra,~~1{{/
ClVPOL Commissioner

Date: 09110195

Ref' ClVPOLIMEMOI865195

Subject: ClVPOL Sitrepfrom 18:00-08110 to 18:00-09110195

1. UNAMm CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

2.1 PMT - KIGALI PREFECTURE

On Z 10.1995 Number P 00077 AISupt MWENGWE-CHUUMA Andrew left his housefor
zambia 'A' housefor a visit in KICUKIRO location. At about 1815 hrs on his way to his
house within the .'lame locality: he was attacked by a man who called him."ielf as Capt
MUSHISHI ofGendarmerie. The attacker wanted to steal a walkie Talkie which was with
MWENGWE-CHUUMA. Despite the officer identifYing himself by way of a UNlD, the
attacker hit him on the left eyebrow thereby sustaining a cut and the attacker went away
without stealing anything. The matter was reported to both Military Police and
Gendarmerie for investigations.

2.2 ClVPOL Commissioner led a team of UNAMIR and RWANDESE officials to the
Communal Police Training Center, GISHARl in the RWAMAGANA Sub-prefecture to
inspect the renovational works going on at the site. RWANDAN officials who joined the
team were the Director of Cabinet, Ministry of Interior and the Chief of Communal
Police. They were met on arrival by the Deputy Commandant of the school who
conducted them round the site.
The team expressed satisfaction about progress of work.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows :
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3.1 PMT - BUTARE PREFECFURE

Conducted patrols of GISHAMVU Commune and visited the Commune prison. 153
inmates were found in the prison. Prison authorities disclosed that they have all been
accused ofparticipating in last year's genocide. The authorities disclosedfurther that they
were in need oftransport to transfer some ofthe inmates to NYANZA prison in the same
commune in order to de-congest the prison. The Bourgmestre of the Commune when
contacted expressed his disappointment ofthefailure ofUN agencies to provide transport

. to move some ofthe inmates from the prison

3.2 PMT - RUHENGERI PREFECTURE

Visited the MUVUMO Sector detention center in NYAMOGALI Commune and reported
that 11 locals including 5 females have been detained in the" centerfor genocide and other
offences. They were being fed by relatives. Human Rights to be informed.

""
4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendarmes by UNAMIR ClVPOL Observers at the National Gendarmerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCB MISSION "OR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR L·ASSISI'ANCF. AU RWANDA

To:

From:

Subject:

DIChiefofStalf Operations . Date: 08110195

Colonel Diarra. 'Is~
CIVPOL Commissioner ~. Ref CIVPOLIMEMOI861195

CIVPOL Sitrepfrom 18:00-07110 to 18:00-08110195

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR ClVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols 'and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows :

3.1 PMT - KlBUYE PREFECTURE Theme: Arrest

The team conducted patrols ofMWENDO and RUTSIRO Communes and reported a new
wave of arbitrary arrests for alleged complicity in last year's genocide. Among those
arrested are army and police officers ofthe ousted regime. Some of the arrested persons
have being detained at MWENDO Commune cell whilst others have been sent to KIBUYE
Prisons.
Human Rights informed.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendannes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCIlMIlISION!'OR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MIlISION POUR rASSISTANCF. AU RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChiefof Staff Operations

Colonel Diarra. L .fJJfj{~
CNPOL Commisj:Jm;r

Date: 06110195

Ref' CNPOLIMEMOl856195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from 18:00-05110 to 18:00-061/0195

..
1. UNAMIR ClVPOL HQ continued, coordingJion and monitoring of activities of CIVPOL

Observers in Prefectures. .

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CNPOL Observer Teamv in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows:

"

3.1 PMT - KIGALI PREFECTURE·

Visited GIKONDO Gendannerie Brigade. The Commander ofthe Brigade disclosed that
grenade explosion cases are reponed to the station from time to time.
He junher disclosed that there is a high rate ofstealing and robbery cases in the area and
blamed the situation on their limited manpower state and logistics constraints to respond
to distress calls from the members of the public.
He used the opportunity to appeal to UNAMIR authorities to assist in mines clearance of
the area.

3.2 PMT - RUHENGERI PREFECFURE

Reponed that there was a grenade explosion in GAHUNGA Sector within NKUMBA
Commune at about 1900 hrs on 03.10.1995. The incident occurred when a hidden
grenade in a kitchen exploded and injured a woman who was in the process ofpreparing
meals. She is responding to treatment at the Ruhengeri hospital. Meanwhile one,
MUGIRNEZA, a male local has been arrested by RPA and detained at KAGANO cells in
connection with the incident.
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3.3 PMT - KIBUYE PREFECTURE

CIVPOL Team conducted patrols to RAMBURA Sector in KIVUMU Commune and
reponed that a local male (name disclosed to team) has been arrested by RPA and
detained at KIVUMU Commune cell. Reasons for the arrest is unknown. Human Rights
informed.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendannes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



... -

UNITED NATIONS
ASSWI"ANCB MISSION (lOll RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR J."ASSISTANCH AU RWANDA

To:

From:

D/Chief of Staff7Ke~~~_ IV. P_
Colonel Diarra.~ q~
CIVPOL Commissioner

Date: 06/10/95

Ref' CIVPOLIMEMO/851195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrep from 18:00-05/10 to 18:00-06/10/95

I

1.

2.

3.

3.1

3.2

UNAMIR ClVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of C1VPOL
Observers in Prefectures.~:J"

The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

UNAMIR ClVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

,
PMT - KIGALI PREFECTURE: Theme - Prisons

CIVPOL Team patrolled Rushashi Commune and was informed that 5 locals have been
detained in the commune cell for over a year ago by RPA soldiers for no apparant
reason. Effons made by the team to know reasonsfor their being detained. revealed that
RPA soldiers who apprehended them have moved to another area without leaving records
covering them. Meanwhile, the detainees are being fed by sympathasies/relatives. Human
Rights informed.

PMT - KIBUYE PREFECTURE: Theme - HR abuses/Prisons

Reponed the arrest oftwo locals last week by RPA. They have been detained at Bwakira
Commune prison. Reason for their arrest unknown. Human Rights informed. The same
team reponed that a rally was held at Burundi Sector within Bwakira Commune on 5
Oct. 95. The rally which centered on reconciliation amongst locals in the commune was
addressed by an RPA officerfrom the RPA detachment in the area.
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3.3 PMT - GIKONGORO PREFEcroRE: Theme - Prisons

ClVPOL Team visited Gikongoro prison and reponed that there were 1,116 including 15
females. 4 of the women are nursing babies in the prison which has a holding capacity
ofabout 500. Human Rights informed.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendarmes by UNAMIR ClVPOL Observers at the National Gendarmerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



.
.. .

UNITED NATION'S
ASSISTANCH MISSION POR RWANDA

,-

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POOIl. L'ASSISI'ANCH AO RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChief ofStaff Operations

Colonel Diarra. -tv€-~
ClVPOL Commissioner

Date : 04110195

Ref' ClVPOLlMEMOl849195

Subject: ClVPOL SitreTJ from 18:00-03110 to 18:00-04110195
.... 4t

1. UNAMIR CWPOL HQ continued. ,coordination and monitoring ofactivities of CNPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. CWPOL Commissioner paid a working visit to the Ruhengeri National Gendarmerie
Training School where TraimnG of Gendannes by UNAMIR is ta/dng place to assess the
situation. ,

4. UNAMIR CWPOL Observer Teams in the ,. eetures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows:

4.1 PMT - KIGALI PREFECTURE: Theme - Death

CNPOL Monitors in Kigali patrolled Gikondo Sector within Kicukiro Commune and
visited the Bourgmestre who i1ifonned the team that there was a grenade explosion in the
area on 2 October 1995 at about 15:00 Hrs which caused the death of3 children between
the ages of 8 and 14.
The incident occurred when one ofthe children playing on afootballfield with 8 others
unknowingly picked the grenade and threw it hard to the ground. It exploded and injured
three of the children causing the death of one on the spot with two others sustaining
multiple injuries. They were rushed to the nearest hospital in Kigali but all ofthem died
later. They have since been buried on 3 October 1995.
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3.2 ..PMT - KIBUYE PREFECIVRE: Theme - HR abuseslPrisons

ClVPOL Team patrolled Mabanza Commune where a local church elder complained
about incessant harassment and arbitrary arrests ofHutu returnees by RPAfor unknown
reasons. The local appealed to UNAMlR to help solve the problem.
In the same commune, the team came across a group of about 500 locals at a meeting
which was being addressed by a local security officer. Information had it later thal the
meeting centered on reconciliation among locals as well as resettlement of returnees in
the area.

3.3 PMT - GITARAMA PREFECTURE: Theme - Prisons
. .

The team reported that the overcrowding situation ofNtongwe Commune detention camp
has resulted in unhygienO: conditions which if unchecked will cause disease and death
among the prisoners.
312 locals have been detained in t~e camp qt the time of the visit. Human Rights to be
informed. ' •. " :
In another development the team reported that the Prefect ofGitarama has sworn in two
Bourgmestres on 03 October 1995 to take charge ofNtongwe and Mugina Communes.
The two officers have been introduced to locals in their respective communes and have
assumed duty.

3.4 PMT - CYANGUGU PREFECTURE: Theme - PrisonslHR Abuses

ClVPOL reported that during thelt visit to Kirambo Commune detention camp some of
the inmates hinted to the team that one ofthem is suffering from Tuberculosis disease and
needed to be isolated to help alleviate other inmatesfrom getting the disease. The report
funher states that prison authorities and RPA guards have ignored the advice given by
medical authorities to do so. The inmates have therefore requested for UNAMIR's
intervention in this regard.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendarmes by UNAMIR ClVPOL Observers at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

5. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS NATIONS UNIES
ASSISFANCH MISSION JlOR RWANDA . MISSION POOR I."ASSISI'ANCF. AU RWANDA

UNAMIR - IllNUAit

To:

From:

D/Chief of Stall Operations

Colonel Diarra,f~{~I
CIVPOL Commissioner

Date: 26/09/95

Ref' CIVPOL/MEMO/816/95

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrepfrom 18:00-25/09 to /8:00-26/09/95

1. UNAMIR CNPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring ofactivities of ClVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reponed as follows:

4.1 PMT - KIGALI PREFECTURE Theme: Prison

The team after patrols of NYARUGENGE, KACYIRU and KICUKIRO Communes
visited Kigali Central prison and reponed the death of3 genocide inmates.
On the issue of records/dossiers of the over JO,OOO genocide suspects, the prison's
assistant director declined comments.

4.2 PMT - KIBUYE PREFECTURE Theme: Arrests/Humanitarian

The team conducted patrols ofRWAMATAMU and BWAKIRA Communes and reponed
the arrests ofa number of locals including a councillor for alleged complicity in last
year's genocide.
The suspects the repon funher stated are being detained in a makeshift prison in
RWAMATAMU Commune. Human Rights informed.

In another development the team reponed the call on UNAMIR for relief assistance by
the authorities ofBUBAGA primary institution in GISHYITA Commune, whose pupils
are mostly orphans lacking in basic subsistence.
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4.3 PMT - GIKONGORO PREFECTURE Theme: Visit

The team reponed the working visit of the deputy chief of staff OPS, Col. D. c.K.
Kattah to Gikongoro.

4.4 PMT - KIBUNGO I RWAMAGANA Theme: Arrests

The team reported a wave of arbitrary arrests and detention of locals suspected of
genocide by RPA in a makeshift prison in Rwamagana, despite the problems of
sanitation, food and overcrowdiness associated with the detention centre.
Human Rights and ICRC informed.
In another development the team reported the relief assistance to the Sub-prefecture of
RWAMAGANA by the jollowing NGOs and UN-Agency.

ADRA

IRe

PAM

UNHCR

5. TRAINING

25 tons of lentils
25 cartons of cooking oil

10 footballs
9 Basketballs

6,750 kg of Maize
3,650 kg of Beans
262 gallons cooking oil

40 bags ofbeans
300 hoes

The Training of Gendannes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

6. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISI'ANCR MISSION POR RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POUR J.·ASSISI'ANCR AO RWANDA

To:

From:

DIChief of Staff Operations

L9>lonel Diarra, $2~ ..
GCIVPOL CommissiOner

Date: 01110195

Ref" CIVPOLIMEMOI836195

Subject: CIVPOL SitreD from 18:00-30109 to 18:00-01110195
:& v

1. UNAMIR CIVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in A OR and reported as follows:

4.1 PMT - KIGALI PREFECTURE Theme: Political

The team reponed that there was a re-burial ceremony at the AMAHORO Stadium in
Honour ofthe 1st RPA Commander, Major Gen Fred RWIGYEMA who met his untimely
death on 2 nd october 1990 when RPA launched its 1 .'It attack in the country.
The President, the Vice-President, Ministers of state, VIPs and some member of the
general the public were in attendance.

5. TRAINING

The Training of Gendarmes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observers at the National
Gendarmerie Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.

6. Regards.



UNITED NATIONS
ASSISTANCI! MISSION "OIl RWANDA

NATIONS UNIES
MISSION POOR I:ASSISTANCI! AU RWANnA

To:

From:

DIChief of Staff Operations

Colonel Diarra, ~k-#
CIVPOL Commissioner

Date: 03110195

Ref' CIVPOLlMEMOl848195

Subject: CIVPOL Sitrepfrom 18:00-02110 to 18:00-03110195

1. UNAMIR ClVPOL HQ continued coordination and monitoring of activities of CIVPOL
Observers in Prefectures.

2. The security situation in the country continues to be calm.

3. UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer Teams in the Prefectures continued patrols and monitoring
in AOR and reported as follows :

3.1 PMT - BUTARE PREFECTURE

The team conducted patrols to KIGEMBE Commune and visited the Commune prison. 92
locals were detained in custody.
Enquires were made fonn the Bourgmestre to know their offences revealed that they have
all been accused ofhaving participated in last year's genocide. He further informed the
team that the prison is overcrowded with poor sanitary condition.
In another development the Bourgmestre infonned the team that 3,000 returnees arrived
in the Commune from Burundi during the month of September 1995 and most of them
have not been resettled due to lack ofaccommodation in the area.

3.2 PMT - GIKONGORO PREFEcruRE

Visited RWAMIKO Commune and reported that 85 locals have been detained in a small
prison and under very horrible sanitary condition.
Human Rights informed.
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3.3 PMT - GISENYI PREFECTURE

The team visited GISENYI Gendannerie Commander to avail members ofthe team with
their operational perjonnances. The Commander disclosed that the total strength ofthe
three gendannerie Brigades in the prefecture is 27 which he described as inadequate to
cope with crime situation in the area. He also commented that the gendannerie in the
area is in dire need logistic suppon.
The same team visited the GISENYI prison and reponed that there were 1,340 locals in
the prison. The Director of the prison complained of lack of water, food and poor
sanitary conditions.

4. TRAINING

The Training ofGendannes by UNAMIR CIVPOL Observer.~ at the National Gendannerie
Training School at Ruhengeri is in progress.-.,

5. Regards.


